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1 Introduction 
This manual is prepared as a document with the intention of being user friendly for those 

who use SCALE for FBNR calculations. Therefore, the example of Jezebel reactor in Chapter 

2 of the official GeeWiz manual TM2005_135 is substituted by the FBNR. Here, KENO VI 

(using CSAS 26) is utilized. 

 

The Fixed Bed Nuclear Reactor (FBNR) is a small reactor (40 MWe) without the need of 

on-site refuelling. It utilizes the PWR (Pressurised Water Reactor) technology but uses the 

HTGR (High Temperature Gas Cooled Reactor) type fuel elements.   

The core consists of two concentric perforated zircaloy tubes of 20 cm and 160 cm in 

diameters, inside which, during the reactor operation, the spherical fuel elements are held 

together by the coolant flow in a fixed bed configuration, forming a suspended core. The 

coolant flows vertically up into the inner perforated tube and then, passing horizontally 

through the fuel elements and the outer perforated tube, enters the outer shell where it flows 

up vertically to the steam generator. The reserve fuel chamber is a 40-cm diameter tube made 

of high neutron absorbing alloy, which is directly connected underneath the core tube. The 

fuel chamber consists of a helical 25 cm diameter tube flanged to the reserve fuel chamber 

that is sealed by the international authorities.   

Note: A more detailed description of the FBNR is added as ‘Appendix A – The FBNR’. 

 

200 cm

35 cm

100 cm

 
Ilustração 1-1: Reactor FBNR 

 

Upper Part 

Lower Part 

Middle Part 
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Ilustração 1-2: Upper Part 

 

 
Ilustração 1-3: Middle Part 
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Ilustração 1-4: Lower Part 
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2 GeeWiz Input – General Introduction 
At the first chapters of this manual, it will be shown how to define simple geometries and 

how to run them. The way to use the text file-input and the burnup calculations will be shown 

in the later chapters. 

 

2.1 General Input of Information 

After starting GeeWiz, you will see a screen looking like Ilustração 2-1. 

 

 
Ilustração 2-1: GeeWiz start screen 

 

Click on the General button on the left-hand side toolbar to open the window shown in 

Ilustração 2-2.  
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Ilustração 2-2: General form 

 

Select KENOVI - csas26 and csas26 as the Sequence. For Cross-section Library, 

select 238groupndf5 (see Ilustração 2-2). Click on OK, as there is no more information to 

be added. 

 

Note: It is not possible to save the current work to a file, until the geometry has been defined! 

Therefore, the current work will be saved to a temporary file and can be saved to disk later on.  

 

Additional information: KENO VI is a three-dimensional (3-D) Monte Carlo code for nuclear 

criticality safety analyses and uses CSAS sequences to provide automated, problem-

dependent, cross-section processing followed by calculation of the neutron multiplication 

factor for the system being modeled.  

2.2 Materials 

This section will provide information to enter the material definition. 

There are four ways to define a material: 

• Basic Composition: Scale5 includes a list of materials, which are already defined as a 

composition in a library (e.g. UO2, or H2O). Those materials can be entered by using 

their respective forms be it an atom or a molecule. 

• Fissile Solution: Scale contains a library of some fissile solutions. 

• Alloy or Mix (Wt%): The User can combine several atoms by entering their weight 

percentage of a mixture. This option will be used at the FBNR calculation to include 

the burnable poison such as Gadolinium, to mix the poison with the UO2 for burn up 

calculations. The burnup module of Scale5 STARBUCS will only burn the poison if it 

has been mixed with UO2 by using the ALLOY or MIX definition and not if these 

mixtures are defined by the Basic Composition (it will not burn other isotopes, even 

if they have the same mixture number; see Chapter 9). 
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• Compound (atom): The user can define molecules by combining several atoms and 

giving the number of each atom of that molecule (like Si1C1). In this way one can 

include any molecule. SCLAE does not verify if the chemical structure of a molecule 

makes sense! 

 

 
Ilustração 2-3: New compositions window 

 

Select Compositions from the menu on the left-hand side of GeeWiz to enter the material 

definition. The button Create opens a form for defining new materials in the model 

(Ilustração 2-3).  

 

Selecting the Basic Composition button will open the Basic Standard Composition form 

shown in Ilustração 2-4. 
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Ilustração 2-4: Basic standard composition form. 

 

 
Ilustração 2-5: Basic standard Composition Form for Uranium 
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Enter the data for the first material UO2 (Ilustração 2-5). The Mixture Number should already 

be set to ‘1’. Select UO2 as the Composition Name from the list of materials in the library, 

set the temperature to 590 K and the density multiplier to 0.446.  See table 1 and Appendix 

A for the calculated values coming from the fuel composition and geometry.  

 

Note: the density multiplier is always the mass fraction of the element in the mixture.  

 

Select ‘User Supplied’ in the Density section to enter the atom densities that are given in the 

example problem and to specify the appropriate value. In case of Uranium, enter 2.7241, 

which is the average density of mixture ‘1’. To set the enrichment of Uranium, click on “Edit 
selection”. It will open the form “Isotopic Distribution”, where you enter ‘5’ for U-235 and 

‘95’ for U-238 (Ilustração 2-1). The notation in the picture below is 92235 for U-235 (Z=92, 

A=235) 

 

 
 
Ilustração 2-6: Isotopic Distribution of Uranium 

 

Now continue to include the other materials by using the Basic standard compostion form. 

You will find all the necessary input data in Tabela 2-1.  

 

Before starting with it, some notes will be helpful: 

1. Important: As the first five materials are mixed together. They will all have the 

mixture number ‘1’. Keno will treat them during the calculation as a perfect 

homogenous mixture. 

2. The moderator has to be defined three times (mixtures 3, 6 and 7), as the cross-

sections will be calculated more precisely, if each region gets its own moderator 

material definition and temperature. 

3. The moderator density (mixtures 3, 6 and 7) is not defined by ‘User supplied’, but by 

entering the ‘number density’. This ‘number density’ can be selected at the density 
form instead of ‘User supplied density’ 
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Now start to enter the material data: 

 
Tabela 2-1: List of containing materials 

Mixture N°  Material Density 
[g/cc] 

Number density 
[atoms/barn-cm] 

Mass fraction Temperature 
[K] 

N° 1 
UO2 ; 5% 

enriched 
2.7241 - 0.446 590 

N° 1 C-Graphite 2.7241 - 0.016 590 

N° 1 C-Graphite 2.7241 - 0.011 590 

N° 1 H2O 2.7241 - 0.011 590 

N° 2 
Zir4 

(Zircaloy) 
6.56 - 1 590 

N° 3 H-1 - 0.0502932 - 560 

N° 3 O-16 - 0.0251573 - 560 

N° 4 SS 304 7.94 - 1 300 

N° 5 Cadmium 8.642 - 1 300 

N° 6 H-1 - 0.044213 - 600 

N° 6 O-16 - 0.0221159 - 600 

N° 7 H-1 - 0.0502932 - 560 

N° 7 O-16 - 0.0251573 - 560 

N° 8 
Zir4 

(Zircaloy) 
6.56 - 1 590 

N° 9 SS 304 7.94 - 1 300 

 

Note concerning the material mixture table: The current calculation is based on a 

homogenized core. The real heterogeneous FBNR Core will contain thousands of small Fuel 

balls in a water bed (see the FBNR documentary at “Appendix A – The FBNR”).  Due to the 

computer speed limitations, the reactor is modeled as a homogenous mixture of all the  

materials in the core (Uranium, Water, Graphite…). Hence, there is no need to create 

thousands of small geometries. To keep the real mass relations of these materials, an Excel 

calculation ‘calculations_and_figures.xls’ will give the data of each material. The original 

heterogeneous data table can be found at the ‘Appendix A – The FBNR’.  

 

Compound composition: 
SiC is part of mixture 1, but it is not found in the Standard Compositions Library. Therefore, 

it has to be entered as an ‘atom composition’: After clicking on Create, choose ‘Compound 
(atom)’ (Ilustração 2-7).  
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Ilustração 2-7: Compound Composition for SiC 

 

These are the data of SiC: 

• SiC:   Mixture N°=1; density= 2.7241 [g/cc]; Mass fraction= 0.318; T=600 K 

 

At first, click on insert Nuclide, choose Si out of the pull-down menu and enter ‘1’ for 

atoms per molecule (as Si1C1 contains one atom of Si and one atom of C). After clicking on 

OK, enter ‘C’ the same way (see Ilustração 2-8).  

 

 
Ilustração 2-8: Insertion of Nuclides at a Compound Composition 
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Before finishing that part, enter the temperature and density of SiC, etc. as shown in 

Ilustração 2-9. 

 

 
Ilustração 2-9: Definition of SiC 

 

After clicking on OK, GeeWiz will bring up a summary screen as shown in Ilustração 2-10. 

GeeWiz has a special window for each way, to define a material (Basic, Solution, Atom 
Comp, etc.).  Even though the SiC will be placed at the Atom Comp window, it will be 

inside the Mixture number ‘1’ (with Uranium, C-Graphite, etc), as only the mixture number is 

deciding factor defining what is in the mixtures 

.  

.  Ilustração 2-11 shows all the information for each of the materials, the mixture numbers, 

and the atom densities. To see the information details of SiC again, click on Atom Comp and 

GeeWiz will open again the Atom Comp window…  
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Ilustração 2-10: Screen after entering SiC 

 

 
Ilustração 2-11: Compositions summary screen for ‚Basic’ mixtures 
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2.3 Unit Cell Definition 

  “The Material Information Processor is used to prepare data for creating the problem-

dependent cross-section libraries required by the criticality safety sequences. A unit cell is 

typically a portion of the system containing fuel that can be used to define the neutron 

spectrum characteristics for part of the problem.” 

 

Now, start to enter the cell information: By selecting Cell Data from the toolbar on the left 

hand side, GeeWiz will open the unit cell information screen. As the homogeneous model of 

FBNR contains a huge cylinder, one has to select the MultiRegion tab to get the 

MultiRegion summary form. 

 

To enter the cell data in the MultiRegion Cell Data form, click on the button new cell from 

the toolbar (Ilustração 2-12). 

 

Note: MULTIREGION is not the same, or similar to a REGION of KENO VI. A multiregion 

is just a definition for the Cross-Section calculation. A region is a 3D-Geometry. 

 

 
Ilustração 2-12: Multiregion Cell Data form 

 

The Geometry Type of the FBNR is cylindrical; the Inner Boundary is set to reflect 

by default and the Outer Boundary to vacuum. The information should look like that in 

Ilustração 2-13. 
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Ilustração 2-13: Multiregion cell data form for a cylinder 

 

Select Insert to complete the zone information. It opens the Edit Zone summary screen 

(Ilustração 2-14), where you can enter information for the first zone. The Radius (cm) should 

be 10 cm and the Mixture should be ‘3, H-1, O-16’ (Mixture 3, containing H-1 and O-

16). Then click OK. 
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Ilustração 2-14: Zone 1 information 

 

Repeat the process for the next zones with the radiuses and mixtures shown in the following 

table. 

 
Tabela 2-2: Material zones for the Multiregion cell calculation 

Zone Mixture Radius 

1 3 – Water 10 

2 2 – Zirkaloy 10.5 

3 1 – Uranium 80.5 

4 8 – Zirkaloy 81 

5 6 – Moderator 89 

6 4 – Ss 304 92 

7 7 - Moderator 99 

8 9 – Ss 304 114 
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Ilustração 2-15: Data of Upper Part 

 

 
Ilustração 2-16: Unit cell summary data with zone information 

 

Clicking on OK will bring up the summary screen of the multiregion unit cell as shown in 

Ilustração 2-16. Click on Close to finish the Unit Cell Data input. 
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2.4 Geometry Input - Upper Part [using KENO 6] 

The FBNR is divided into three parts: The upper, the middle and the lower part (Ilustração 

2-18).  

 

Note: Before starting entering the geometry of the FBNR, the following note will be an 

important advice: A Geometry is called ‘region’. All regions (geometries) of Keno are 

embedded in units. Each unit can be filled by as much regions the user wants to (Ilustração 

2-17).  

 

Each unit is independent from the other units. The user has to define ONE unit as the global 

unit and only this unit will be taken by Keno for its calculations. To combine units, the user 

has to work with Arrays and Holes (see Chapter 3.1 and 3.2). In this case, Keno can calculate 

a “larger” unit (array) built from several units.  

 

Click on the Geometry button on the left-hand side to open the Geometry input form. 

 

 
Ilustração 2-17: Definition of Regions 

 

The FBNR is divided into three parts: The upper-, the middle- and the lower part. Each part 

will be designed in its own unit (unit 1=upper part; unit 2=lower part; unit 3=middle part). To 

combine these three units to one global unit, they have to be arranged by using an Array 
(Chapter 3.1).  

 

Unit 1 

Region 1 
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200 cm

35 cm

100 cm

 
Ilustração 2-18: Standard Reactor 

 

Clicking on the button Geometry opens the Geometry-window (Ilustração 2-19) 

 

 
Ilustração 2-19: Geometry window 

 

The Comment form can be filled by a name. Enter “upper part”, as the first unit will 

create the upper part of the reactor. 
 

Upper Part 

Middle part 

Lower part 
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The input of regions in a “unit” is divided into three steps. At first the Geometry for each 

region has to be chosen and its dimensions have to be defined. The second step is the 

specification of the materials for each region and the last point is the boundary definition for 

the whole unit. 

 

1. Geometry: 
On the right hand side you will find buttons, where you can choose the geometry you 

want to add. As the FBNR is designed with a cylindrical core, click on “Cyl”. This 

opens a new form, where you can enter the geometry details (label, radius, etc.). 

 

 
Ilustração 2-20: New geometry 

 

Note: At Ilustração 2-20 GeeWiz shows a coordinate system, as an orientation how the 

new geometry will be placed. The standard 0-point will be x=0, y=0, z=0. This point 

can be set up by activating the button “insert trans”.  

 

In general, Keno arranges all geometries in one xyz-coordinate system. Each geometry 

has to have a definition of an origin. E.g.: If the user wants to arrange several 

geometries above each other, one has to define the coordinate position of these 

geometries, so that they are arranged the way that the user wants to. To arrange several 

units together, one has to use an array. This function is explained below. 

 

The Options to be changed now are  

• label: number of each geometry. The smallest region (geometry) gets ‘label 1’, 

next bigger ‘label 2’, etc. (label is NOT equal to the mixture number MX of 

the material definition) 

• R: Radius of the geometry.  

• Zt: Height of the cylinder (position of the upper bound of the cylinder) in z-

direction, Zb: position of the base of the cylinder, in z-direction.  
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At first, enter the geometry values for the smallest cylinder (inner cylinder) of the 

FBNR, the central water tube. It has the radius of 10cm and the height of 200cm 

(R=10, Zt=200, Zb=0; Ilustração 2-21).  

Zb=0: The bottom part of the cylinder is placed at the 0-point.  

Zt=200: Height of the cylinder (starting at 0). 

 

 
Ilustração 2-21: Values for the smallest cylinder 

 

After finishing the input for the smallest cylinder click on OK. Continue with entering 

the other geometries of the upper part. A list of all geometries is added below. 

   
Tabela 2-3: Geometry data of upper part 

Region Radius or x/y-coordinates Z-coordinate 

Cylinder 1 (already added) 10 Zt=200, -Zb=0 

Cylinder 2 10.5 Zt=200, -Zb=0 

Cylinder 3 80.5 Zt=200, -Zb=0 

Cylinder 4 81 Zt=200, -Zb=0 

Cylinder 5 89 Zt=300, -Zb=0 

Cylinder 6 92 Zt=300, -Zb=0 

Cylinder 7 99 Zt=300, -Zb=0 

Cylinder 8 114 Zt=300, -Zb=0 

 

One has to enter as the last geometry (number 9), a cuboid. This cuboid has to 

surround the cylinders those have entered before and has therefore the following 

values (equal or larger than the largest cylinder) (Ilustração 2-22).  
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Ilustração 2-22: Geometry values for the outer cuboid 

 

This cuboid will be necessary to arrange all units (upper, middle and lower parts) into 

one array. Keno only allows to arrange units into arrays if they have the same surfaces 

and dimensions. Therefore, each unit will be surrounded by this Cuboid with a 

constant size (see chapter 3.1). The Cuboid of this model has the size of 228 cm in x 

and y direction. To center the cylinder at the 0 point, one defines it in +/-X direction 

and +/-Y direction(x=+/-114, y=+/-114). Hence, also the small lower part is 

surrounded by this cuboid (which also will have the dimensions (x=+/-114, y=+/-114). 

 

After all geometries have been entered, the screen will look like Ilustração 2-23 

 

 
Ilustração 2-23: Summary of included geometries 
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2. Material: 
At first, the user will be told how to define the media record (where one defines the 

material within a geometry) for the first two regions (Area 1 and 2). 

 

 
Ilustração 2-24: Example of two regions (geometries) 

.  

KENO always sees the full solid areas. I.e. region 1 is the red ‘area 1’ and region 2 is seen as 

the area 2  and area 1 together (red + blue). Therefore, to define region 2 we should define 

region 2 as what is inside the areas 1 and 2 (the whole area) minus area 1 (red).  Thus, region 

1 is defined as area 1 (red) and region 2 as  areas 1 & 2 minus area 1 (blue).. 

 

In practice: 

1. To define region 1: Click on the button media, mark region one and click on 

‘inside’. Then chose the material for region 1 out of the drop-down menu and click 

on ok. Note: You have to open a new media form for every region you want to 

define (see Ilustração 2-25). 

2. Click on ‘media’. Mark the region 2 and click on the button ‘inside’. Then click on 

region 1 to mark it and click on ‘outside’. In this example the material of region 2 

is defined. Choose the material for region 2 out of the drop-down menu. 

3. Click on ‘media’. Mark the region 3 and click on the button ‘inside’. Then click on 

region 2 to mark it and click on ‘outside’. In this example the material of region 3 

is defined. Chose the material for region 3 out of the drop-down menu. There is no 

need to define region 1 as outside, as region 2 is surrounding region 1. 

Area ‘1’ 

 

Area ‘2’ 
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Ilustração 2-25: Media for Geometry 1 

 

 
Ilustração 2-26: Media for Geometry 2 

Geometry ‘1’ is outside: “-1” 

 

Geometry ‘2’ is inside: “+2” 
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After these two examples, the user should be able, to define the media for the rest 

of the Cylinders using the table below.  

 

Note: The curious point in KENO VI is that to define the material in a region, one 

has to say what is not in the inner part of the region.  Therefore, the next smaller 

Geometry has to be defined as “outside” (see Ilustração 2-26) 

 
Tabela 2-4: Geometry and material data of upper part 

Region Radius or x/y-coordinates Z-coordinate Media 

Cylinder 1 (already added) 10 Zt=200, -Zb=0 3 – H2O 

Cylinder 2 10.5 Zt=200, -Zb=0 2 – Zirkaloy 

Cylinder 3 80.5 Zt=200, -Zb=0 1 – Uranium 

Cylinder 4 81 Zt=200, -Zb=0 8 – Zirkaloy 

Cylinder 5 89 Zt=300, -Zb=0 6 – H2O 

Cylinder 6 92 Zt=300, -Zb=0 4 – SS 304 

Cylinder 7 99 Zt=300, -Zb=0 7 – H2O 

Cylinder 8 114 Zt=300, -Zb=0 9 – SS 304 

Cuboid 9 X=114, -X=-114, Y=114, -Y=-114 Z=300, -Zb=0 0 - Void 

 

4. The last point is obligatory for each unit: the boundary record. GeeWiz includes 

the boundary option automatically in the Box “contents”. After defining all 

geometries and their materials, double-click on “boundary” and choose the outer 

Geometry as “inside” (in this case ‘Geometry 9’, Ilustração 2-27). Each unit must 

have one and only one boundary record. 

 

Note: Boundary can be explained as a room. You have to define, what is inside 

that room. Therefore, you have to define the outer geometry as inside, as it is the 

largest geometry that will be inside that boundary. 
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Ilustração 2-27: Definition of the Boundary condition 

 

The finished Geometry record for the upper part should look like Ilustração 2-28.  

 

Note: Now, you will be able to save the current work for the first time! But before 

saving the file you have to define a global unit. This global unit is the unit, Keno will 

use for its calculations. The global unit is also the ONLY unit, Keno will run. To 

insert other units into the reactivity calculations, they have to be connected to the 

global unit, by using Holes or Arrays (See Chapter 3.1and 3.2). Click on “Global unit” 

(Ilustração 2-28), as unit 1 is the only unit until now. Then, you can save the current 

work to file, using the “save” button. After defining the global unit, you can also click 

on the “Keno 3D” Button at the top of the window. Keno 3D will create the 3D model 

of our current example (Ilustração 2-29). 
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Ilustração 2-28: Summary of the Geometry of Unit 1 

 

 

 
Ilustração 2-29: Half cut of a Keno 3D plot of Upper-part 

 

2.5 Geometry Input - Lower Part [using KENO 6] 

 

Click on ‘Global unit’ 
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Ilustração 2-30: Keno 3D plot of the Lower Part 

 

The Geometry of the lower part is very similar to the upper part. Therefore, the user 

can take the data for the regions out of Tabela 2-5 and should be able to enter the new 

geometries and the materials, using the information given in chapter 2. At first, a new unit has 

to be created for the lower part, by clicking on the “new” button at the geometry window.  

 

 
Ilustração 2-31: Create a new Unit 

 
Tabela 2-5: Geometry data of lower part 

Region Radius or x/y-coordinates Height Material 

Cylinder 1 10 Zt=100, Zb=0 3 – H2O 

Cylinder 2 10.5 Zt=100, Zb=0 2 – Zirkaloy 

Cylinder 3 20 Zt=100, Zb=0 1 – Uranium 

Cylinder 4 21 Zt=100, Zb=0 5 – Camium 

Cylinder 5 25 Zt=100, Zb=0 4 – SS 304 

Cuboid 6 X=114, -X=-114, Y=114, -Y=-114 Z=100, -Z=0 0 - Void 

 

After entering a name of that new unit (‘lower part’), the user can start entering the regions; 

the material information and he can define the boundary conditions (boundary 6). The 

final screen should look like Ilustração 2-32. 
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Ilustração 2-32: Summary lower part 

 

2.6 Geometry Input - Middle Part [using KENO 6] 

The middle part is divided in two parts: Part 1 as the connection to the upper part of the 

reactor and Part 2, the connection to the lower part. This differentiation into two parts was 

necessary because of the changing geometry at this part: Part 1 has an outer water tube, while 

part 2 does not have such a water region. 

 

In KENO VI it is possible to avoid this splitting into two parts but not in KENO V. The way 

to enter the middle part using two pats will be shown in Appendix B. Chapter 2.6 will explain 

how to define the middle part as ONE part. 
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Ilustração 2-33: Standard reactor 

 

To enter the geometry, one has to define a new unit and enter the following geometry data: 

 
Tabela 2-6: Geometry data of Middle Part 

Region Radius or x/y-coordinates Height Material 

Cylinder 1 10 Zt=35, Zb=0 3 – H2O 

Cylinder 2 10.5 Zt=35, Zb=0 2 – Zirkaloy 

Cone 3 Rt= 80.5; Rb=20 Zt=35, Zb=0 1 – Uranium 

Cone 4 Rt= 92; Rb=65 Zt=35, Zb=20 4 – SS 304 

Cylinder 5 99 Zt=35, Zb=20 6 – H2O 

Cylinder 6 114 Zt=35, Zb=0 4 – SS 304 

Cuboid 7 X=114, -X=-114, Y=114, -Y=-114 Z=20, -Z=0 0 - Void 

 

Middle part -  

Part 1 

Middle part -  

Part 2 
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Ilustração 2-34: Middle Part 

 

The definition of the media record will be a little bit different to the chapters above: 

If each new region is larger than the prior region and if each region only gets in contact to one 

prior region, the media record just has to get the information that the new region is INSIDE 

this material, and the prior material is OUTSIDE (see chapter 2.4). In case of the middle part, 

‘region 6’ will have contact to the inner regions ‘3’, ‘4’ and ‘5’ (see Ilustração 2-34).  As the 

regions ‘3’ and ‘5’ will have different materials to ‘region 6’, both have to be defined as 

outside (see Ilustração 2-35). ‘Region 4’ does not have to be specified in the media record of 

“region 6’, as both have the same material (SS 304). 

 

Region 1 

Region 2 

Region 3 

Region 4 Region 5 Region 6 Region 7 
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Ilustração 2-35: Material input of middle part 

 

 
Ilustração 2-36: Summary Unit 3: Middle Part 
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After this work is done, the Input file consists of three units: 

• Unit 1: Upper Part 

• Unit 2: Lower Part 

• Unit 3: Middle Part  
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3 GeeWiz Input - Detailed Introduction 
Chapter 3 will give information how combine several units into one (Arrays) and how to 

create holes to integrate one unit into another. The third part of this chapter will be an 

explanation how the control rods have to be included 

 

3.1 Arrays – Combining of Units  

In general, KENO can combine several units to an array if these units have the same 

dimensions and the same surface (they have to be a cube or a cuboid). As the constituents of 

the FBNR units are cylinders, they will need to be enclosed by a cuboid to become part of the 

array (Therefore, a cuboid of void is placed around all units; see Chapter 2). The dimensions 

of the cuboid are usually determined by the X-, Y-, and Z-pitch dimensions. For an array of 

single elements, the cuboid will have an X-dimension equal to the pitch in the X-direction, a 

Y-dimension equal to the pitch in the Y-direction. 

 

For the geometry of the FBNR three regions have to be combined by the array (upper, middle 

and the lower part). 

 

Note: An array is build of units that already exist! One has to define those units at first and 

arrange them into one array afterwards. 

 

 
Ilustração 3-1: Combining of units to one array [Source: Keno VI script] 

 

At first, click on the “Arrays”-Button on the left hand side of the GeeWiz window. It will 

open the Array form (Ilustração 3-2). 
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Ilustração 3-2: Arrays screen 

 

To create a new Array, click on Create and choose Type ‘Square’, Nux=1, Nuy=1 and 

Nuz=3. Therefore, Scale will create an array which contains one Unit in x- and y-direction 

and three in z-direction. This is caused by the geometry of the units created in the previous 

chapters. The cylinders, defined in each unit have a z-orientation. Therefore, they have to be 

combined in z-direction. Choose ‘1’ at the ‘Select unit to initialize…’ menu. The array will be 

filled completely by unit 1. 

 

 
Ilustração 3-3: Create a new array 
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After clicking on OK, the screen will look like Ilustração 3-4. 

 

 
Ilustração 3-4: New array (X-Y-orientation view) 

 

Scale opens at first the x-y-orientation view. To modify the z-coordinate of the array, click on 

the pull-down menu on the top of the page (X-Y) and choose the ‘X-Z’ view (Ilustração 3-5). 
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Ilustração 3-5: X-Z-orientation view 

 

GeeWiz filled the whole array is filled by unit 1. To change this filling, click on the hand 

symbol on the right hand side. Then, click on the unit name, which has to be replaced and at 

the new place for the unit. Unit 1 has to placed at the top of the array (first place), Unit 2 on 

the bottom (third place, as Unit 2 contains the lower part), Unit 3 will have the second place. 
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Ilustração 3-6: Arranging of units 

 

The array is finished now and the form can be closed by clicking on close.  

 

To integrate the array into a unit, create a new unit at first.  

An Array can be placed in a unit by placing it inside a geometry. Therefore, create a new 

geometry (unit 4), which has the same dimensions as the array (Cuboid; x=114, -x=-114, 

y=114, -y=-114, +z=435, -z=0). Instead of defining a material record for the new geometry 

click on ‘array’ on the right hand side. Select ‘1’ at the drop-down menu (Select existing 
array), click on ‘cuboid 1’ and choose it as Inside (Ilustração 3-7). After this, the new array 

has been placed inside the Cuboid.  

 

1. Click on the 

unit, which has 

to be placed 

new 

2. Click on the 

place, where this 

unit has to be placed 
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Ilustração 3-7: Integration of a new array 

 

Note: The Keyword ‘PLACE’ is not important for the current problem. It is used to define 

the place, where the array has to be inserted at the unit. X, Y and Z can be specified to change 

the origin of the array relative to the origin of the surrounding unit. ‘Nx’, ‘Ny’ and ‘Nz’ 

defines, which unit of the array has to be placed at this new defined origin. 

 

The final step will be, to define ‘Unit 4’ as the ‘global unit’ (the unit, where you integrated 

the array). If you define the ‘Array unit’ as the global one, Keno will include the complete 

reactor for its reactivity calculations.  

 

If you just want to run one part, activate this one part as the ‘global unit’. (The global unit is 

always the executed unit) 

 

Note: When activating a unit as the ‘global unit’, you can click on a new button: boundary 
conditions (right beside the ‘global unit’-button). There you can define the global boundary 

conditions for each of the 6 sides of the cuboid (see Ilustração 3-8). You can decide if the 

global boundary will be simulated as a Mirror, or as Vacuum, etc. In our case we use the 

standard mode (vacuum), as the neutrons will not be mirrored if they leave the reactor. 
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Ilustração 3-8: Set-up of the global boundary condition 

 

3.2 Holes – Integration of a Unit into another 

The hole function is used to insert a unit within a surrounding unit. Each hole must be 

entirely contained within the surrounding unit and may not intersect other holes 

 

To include a unit A into unit B, the user does not have to create an (1,1,1)-array filled with 

unit A and include it into unit B. Keno offers the possibility of using holes. The following 

example will explain the use of that possibility: 
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Ilustração 3-9: Standard Reactor 

 

The core contains of a top cover made of Stainless Steel (Ilustração 3-9). Create a new unit 

(Unit 5) to design the Steel cylinder, using Table 3-1. You should be able to create the unit, 

the region and the material definition by the knowledge of the previous chapters. 

 
Table 3-1: Top Cover 

Region Radius or x/y-coordinates Height Material 

Cylinder 1 81 Zt=5, Zb=0 4 – SS 304 

 

As this Cover has to be placed on top of the core, ‚unit 5’ will be added to ‚unit 1’ by using 

the hole function (Ilustração 3-9). 

 

Open the Geometry of ‚unit 1’ and click on hole on the right hand side. Choose „Unit 5“ out 

of the menu HOLE Unit number. The cover has to be placed on top of the core; therefore it 

is needed to modify the origin definition of the hole. The Core of the current model has a 

height of 200 cm (see Chapter 2.4), so the Cover has to be placed at the point (x=0, y=0, 

z=200; see Ilustração 3-10). 

 

Note: The hole definition means: You build a hole in ‘unit 1’ and put ‘unit 5’ into it. 

Therefore, the hole is filled by material (unit 5) after this definition! The hole is never empty! 

Unit 5: Top 

Cover of Core 

(SS304) 
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Ilustração 3-10: Data of hole 5 

 

After clicking on ok, the hole has been placed into ‚Unit 1’ 

 

Now, the Input file consists of five units: 

• Upper Part 

• Lower Part 

• Middle Part  

• Top Cover  

• Array 

 

 

3.3 Control Rods of the FBNR 

The FBNR reactor contains of 5 Control Rods to allow fine reactivity changes. One Rod is 

at the centre of reactor. Four rods are arranged uniformly inside the Core region (Ilustração 
3-11).. Each Control Rods contains 5% Cadmium, 15% Indium and 80% Silver and has a 

radius of 1cm. 
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Ilustração 3-11: Rodded reactor 
 

Material: 
At first, the material of the control rods has to be defined: 

 

Click on Compositions and enter the material as Basic Compositions (See Chapter 2.2) for 

the Control rods as shown in Tabela 3-2 and Ilustração 3-12. One has to create two mixtures: 

Mixture 10 has a temperature of 560K. This mixture is used for the central rod inside the 

centred water tube (water temperature of central water is 560K). Mixture 11 will be used for 

the 4 in-core rods, but they will have a temperature of 590K (temperature of core region). All 

mixtures are entered by using the standard density, given by SCALE at the Basic 
Compositions library. 

 
Tabela 3-2: Material Composition of Control Rods 

Mixture Material Density multiplier Temperature 

10 Cadmium 0.05 560 K 

10 Indium 0.15 560 K 

10 Ag (Silver) 0.8 560 K 

11 Cadmium 0.05 590 K 

11 Indium 0.15 590 K 

11 Ag (Silver) 0.8 590 K 

 

Inserted Control Rod. 

Current depth: 200 cm 
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Ilustração 3-12: Summary of Composition list including Control Rod materials 

 

Geometry: 
In order to be able to change each control rod independent from other rods, each rod is 

defined in a particular way as in table 4.3.  Therefore, create five units using the data of 

Tabela 3-3. 

 
Tabela 3-3: Data of Reactor Control Rods 

Unit Radius Z-coordinates Material 

6 – 1. In-core rod 1 Zt=0, Zb=-100 1 – Uranium 

7 – 2. In-core rod 1 Zt=0, Zb=-100 1 – Uranium 

8 – 3. In-core rod 1 Zt=0, Zb=-100 1 – Uranium 

9 – 4. In-core rod 1 Zt=0, Zb=-100 1 – Uranium 

10 – Centre rod 1 Zt=0, Zb=-100 3 – Moderator 

 

Note: The control rod is treated as a hole filled with absorber materials. The Z-coordinate 

(Zb) describes how deep each control rod is put into the reactor. As the rods have to be 
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inserted top-down, the zero point is set at the maximal height point of the core (at the current 

example 200cm, see chapter 2.4). If the rods have to be inserted deeper, the user just has to 

modify the Zb value. At Tabela 3-3, the rods have been inserted about 100cm (Zb=-100). The 

material has been defined as Uranium for Rod 1-4 and Water for the central rod. In this case, 

the rods are inactive, as they do not contain absorber material. If there is a need to use a rod to 

reduce the reactivity, one just has to change the material of a rod to Material 9 for the central 

rod or 10 for the in-core rods and a rod will be activated as an absorber. It is much faster, to 

change the material, than taking a rod out of the geometry (by deleting the hole, etc). 

 

The user has to add the control rods to ’Unit 1’ by using the hole function. With the 

knowledge of Chapter 3.2 one has to be able enter the values for the holes by using. 

 
Tabela 3-4: Data for Control Rods Holes 

Hole X-Coordinates Y-Coordinates Z-Coordinates 

Hole 6 (Unit 6) 0 45 200 

Hole 7 (Unit 7) 0 -45 200 

Hole 8 (Unit 8) 45 0 200 

Hole 9 (Unit 9) -45 0 200 

Hole 10 (Unit 10) 0 0 200 

 

The result will be like in Ilustração 3-13 

 

 
Ilustração 3-13: Insertion of Control Rods at Unit 1 

 

 

SCALE5 is able to run several input files consecutively. Therefore the user is able to prepare 

several input files and run them e.g. over the night. See section 0. 
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4 GeeWiz Output 
 

4.1 Running SCALE 5/KENO VI 

Before being able to run the code, check again, if you have defined a unit as the ‘global 
unit’. (In general it should be the unit containing the Array). To start run the program, click 

on the RUN button on the toolbar. This opens a DOS command line window, where the 

calculation will run (see Ilustração 4-1). 

 

 
Ilustração 4-1: DOS window showing completed run 

 

After the job is finished SCALE5 prints a final message (in the example 

“standard_reactor_200_centered_version is finished”). And prints 

where the output has been saved (e.g. 

standard_reactor_200_centered_version.out). In general, the output will be 

saved in a file called the same a the input file, but with the .out extension 

 

4.2 SCALE Output 

Go to windows explorer and open the .out output file. The output file consists of the following 

sections:  

• CSAS control module is the primary criticality safety control module for the 

calculation of the neutron multiplication factor of a system.  

• BONAMI performs resonance shielding through the application of the Bondarenko 

shielding factor method.  

• NITAWL data uses the Nordheim Integral Treatment to perform neutron cross-

section processing in the resolved resonance energy range. NITAWL also assembles 

group-to-group transfer arrays from the elastic and inelastic scattering components 

and performs other tasks in producing the problem-dependent working library. 

• KENO VI is a 3-D multigroup Monte Carlo code employed to determine effective 

multiplication factors (keff) for multidimensional systems.  

•  

The first section of the output file is a print of the input echo as shown in Ilustração 4-2. 
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Ilustração 4-2: Input echo 

 

Some output information will be explained now:  

Keno message number k5-123: (Use the search function of the editor to find k5-

123). This message indicates the termination of KENO due to completion of the specified 

number of generations (in this case 500). Below the message are listed the neutron 

lifetime, generation time, nu-bar, average fission group, and energy of the average 

lethargy causing fission. Following the neutron parameters table is a table providing the 

calculated keff of the problem versus number of initial generations skipped. For the used 

input file, the calculated keff after skipping three initial generations is 1.2497 + or - 

0.0010, as shown in Ilustração 4-3. Your results of keff may be different, as the model 

of the standard reactor has been changed (see chapters before). 
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Ilustração 4-3: Result table of Keno 

 

Parts of the KENO output will contain the following information: 
 

Print of all containing nuclides.  
mixture =     1          density(g/cc) =  10.960     
   nuclide   atom-dens.   wgt. frac.     za      awt               nuclide title 
   1008016  4.89384E-02  1.18600E-01    8016    15.9954      8O 16 from version 6 evaluation                                         
   1092235  2.47506E-03  8.81401E-02   92235   235.0441      92u 235 bnl evalapr77 m.r.bhat mod3 02/28/89          
   1092238  2.19942E-02  7.93260E-01   92238   238.0510      92U 238 ANL+ EVALJUN77 E.PENNIN A.  MOD3      
           02/13/92 

 

 

KENO output of keff calculation: 

                  generation        average         avg k-eff          matrix       matrix k-eff                  

    generation   k-effective      k-effective       deviation       k-effective       deviation                 

         1       1.05747E+00      1.00000E+00      0.00000E+00      0.00000E+00      0.00000E+00                  

         2       1.01081E+00      1.00000E+00      0.00000E+00      0.00000E+00      0.00000E+00                  

         3       1.05304E+00      1.05304E+00      0.00000E+00      0.00000E+00      0.00000E+00                  

         4       1.08236E+00       1.06770E+00      1.46636E-02      0.00000E+00      0.00000E+00                  

         5       1.04629E+00       1.06056E+00      1.10738E-02      0.00000E+00      0.00000E+00                  

         6       1.02865E+00       1.05258E+00      1.11785E-02      0.00000E+00      0.00000E+00                  

         7       1.02830E+00       1.04773E+00      2.37681E-02      0.00000E+00      0.00000E+00                  

         8       1.08173E+00       1.05339E+00      1.21130E-02      0.00000E+00      0.00000E+00                  

         9       1.04387E+00       1.05203E+00      1.00203E-02      0.00000E+00      0.00000E+00                  

        10       1.05317E+00      1.05218E+00      8.47028E-03      0.00000E+00      0.00000E+00                  

        11       1.05666E+00      1.05267E+00      7.35712E-03      0.00000E+00      0.00000E+00                  

        12       1.03236E+00      1.05064E+00      6.87445E-03      0.00000E+00      0.00000E+00                  
 

Last Result: keff and its average deviation 

       **************************************************************************************************** 
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       ***                                                                                                                   *** 
       ***   example                                                                                                   *** 
       ***                                                                                                                   *** 
       **************************************************************************************************** 
       ***                                                                                                                    *** 
       ***                                  ******      final results table      ******                             *** 
       ***                                                                                                                    *** 
       ***        best guess system k-eff                         1.0393 + or - 0.0030                   *** 
       ***                                                                                                                     *** 
       *** Energy of average lethargy of Fission (eV)  1.96136E+00 + or -  2.99364E-02    *** 
       ***                                                                                                                     *** 
       ***        system mean free path (cm)                 5.09388E-01 + or -  6.87843E-04   *** 
       ***                                                                                                                     *** 
       ***        system nu bar                                    2.47324E+00 + or -  3.65084E-04     *** 
       ***                                                                                                                     *** 
       ***        k-effective satisfies the chi**2 test for normality at the 95 % level           *** 
       ***                                                                                                                     *** 
       ***                                                                                                                     *** 
         **************************************************************************************************** 
         **************************************************************************************************** 

 

 

If the input did not run successfully, the error messages will be listed on the screen during 

execution or in the output file. In most cases, the errors are related to input data problems. 

Check to make sure your input file has the same data as the one listed in this section.”  

(„KENO V.a Primer: A Primer for Criticality Calculations with SCALE/KENO V.a Using 

GeeWiz“, Sec. 2.5) 

 

4.3 Print of the Neutron Spectrum 

KENO is able to print the flux spectrum of each region. To get the flux spectrum printed 

by KENO, one has to add one value at the parameter chapter of GeeWiz/input file. Click on 

Parameters on the left hand side and activate ‘flx’ on the right hand side of the Parameter 
Data form.  
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After running the SCLAE 5 code, the flux distribution is saved at the end of the output file. 

KENO prints the flux for each energy group and for each region in each unit. To get good and 

accurate results, it is recommended to run the calculation using the 238groupndf5 cross-

section library (see chapter 2.1). 

 

KENO is only printing the group number, but not the energy value of each group. The energy 

values [eV] can be found at the manual of CSAS and at the Excel-sheet 

‘calculatins_and_figures.xls’. This Excel sheet includes a possibility to copy the flux values 

out of the KENO file to get a logarithmical print of the flux distribution. See an example in 

Appendix B – Neutron energy group structure. 

 

Note: The energy groups are sorted top-down. Therefore, energy group 1 contains all neutrons 

with the energy of about 20 Mev and energy group 238 contains all neutrons with the energy 

of about 0.0001 eV. 
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5 Features of the current KENO Simulation 
The current model of the FBNR allows some variances, to diversify the conditions for the 

Keff calculation. The following possibilities can be realized until now: 

1. Variation of the enrichment  

2. Variation of the fuel (UO2, MOX) 

3. Variation of the height of the reactor: modify the Regions 1-4 of the upper part. 

Core heights from 0 cm up to 250cm are realizable. 

4. Variation of the depth of the Control rods and its materials 

5. Insertion of poison 

6. Printing the flux distribution 
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6 Textfile Input – FBNR standard_reactor.inp 
This chapter contains a copy of the current input file standard_reactor_200.inp. SCALE is 

a text file based program. Therefore, GeeWiz saves the user input into text files called 

Filename.inp. These files can also be opened by a standard text editor. At the beginning, 

the GeeWiz input is much easier and faster, but changes for some details of an input file can 

be done MUCH faster by using a text editor (e.g. to copy an new material list: just open all 

text-files and insert the new data by STRG+V,…). Some modules of Scale even not have a 

possibility, to use them by a graphical surface (e.g. STARBUCS for Burnup calculations).  In 

this case the user can enter the input files ONLY by using a text editor. The following 

explanation of the input file will show that it is not very difficult to use the text editor. 

 

Standard_Reactor_200.inp 
 

 
Ilustração 6-1: Unrodded standard reactor 

 

Each input file consists of a special form, which is very similar to the GeeWiz form: 

1. Initial part: The SCALE module has to be specified (e.g. KENO, STARBUCS) and 

the Cross-section can be chosen by user-input. 

2. Material input: The material input part has to be started by the command ‘read comp’ 

and will be finished by ‘end comp’. Between these commands, the user has to specify 

the materials, the mixtures, temperatures, etc.  

3. Cell Data: To optimize the used cross-sections, one has to specify the cell data. This 

part will be called by the command ‘read celldata’ and will be finished by ‘end 

celldata’ 

4. Parameter input: The user has to specify the number of generations (number of 

iterations), etc. Started by ‘read param’ ended by ‘end param’ 

5. Geometry input: One has to enter the units and regions in this part. Started by ‘read 

geometry’ and ended by ‘end geometry’ 

6. Array input: Started by ‘read array’ and ended by ‘end array’ 

7. end: The whole file ends by the single command ‘end’ 
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Table 6-1: Summary of important input file commands 

Material definition     

uo2  1 den=2.72

41 

0.446 590 uo2  

Material Mixture 

Number 

Density Dens. 

Multiplier 

Temperature Material 

      

h-1  6 0 0.044213 600 h-1  

Material Mixture 

Number 

Dens. 

Multiplier 

Number- 

density 

Temperature Material 

      

      

Geometry definition     

cylinder  1 10 200 0 cylinder  

Geometry 

type 

Region 

Number 

Radius Top height Bottom height Geometry type 

      

cuboid  9 114  -

114 

114  -

114 

300 cuboid  

Geometry 

type 

Region 

Number 

Cuboid 

length in  

+/- X-

direction 

Cuboid 

length in  

+/- Y-

direction 

Top height Geometry type 

      

media  6 1 5 -4 media  

Media 

definition 

Definition 

Number 

Bias ID Region 5 is 

inside 

Region 4 is 

outside 

Media 

definition 

 

 

1. INITIAL PART 
'Input generated by GeeWiz 5.01a Compiled on March-03-2005 

 
Sequence (In GeeWiz entered at the ‘General’ form. ‘CSAS26’ will run a KENO reactivity 

calculation.). 

=csas26  

 

User-defined name of the calculation 

Homogenized 

 

Cross-section library (also possible for standard KENO calculations is 238groupndf5) 

44groupndf5 

 

2. MATERIAL INPUT 
Start the input of materials 

read comp 

 
All composition details (density calculations, mass fractions, etc.) can be found at the Excel-

sheet “calculations_figures.xls” 
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Definition bellow: Uranium, Mixture number=1, Density=2.725 [g/cc], mass fraction=0.446, 

Temperature 590K, 5% U-235, 95% U-238, end  

uo2         1 den=2.7241 0.446 590 92235 5 92238 95 end   

 

 c-graphite  1 den=2.7241 0.016 590 end   

 atomsic1        1  2.7241  2 14000 1 6000 1 0.318 590 end   

 c-graphite  1 den=2.7241 0.11 590 end   

 h2o         1 den=2.7241 0.11 590 end   

 zirc4       2 1 590 end   

 h-1         3 0 0.0502932 560 end   

 o-16        3 0 0.0251573 560 end   

 ss304       4 1 300 end   

 cadmium     5 1 300 end   

 h-1         6 0 0.044213 600 end   

 o-16        6 0 0.0221159 600 end   

 h-1         7 0 0.0502932 560 end   

 o-16        7 0 0.0251573 560 end  

 zirc4       8 1 590 end  

 ss304       9 1 300 end  

 cadmium     10 0.05 580 end   

 indium      10 0.15 580 end   

 ag          10 0.8 580 end   

 cadmium     11 0.05 600 end   

 indium      11 0.15 600 end   

 ag          11 0.8 600 end 

end comp 

 
3. CELL DATA 

Definition of a cylindrical Multiregion Cell data: Definition of a half reactor:  

right_bdy=vacuum:  [Right hand side];  

left_bdy=reflected:   Centre of reactor-> Mirror to get whole reactor.  

‘3 10’: Mixture ‘3’ with radius ‘10’,Mixture 2 with radius 10.5, Mixture 1 with radius 80.5… 

 

read celldata 

  multiregion cylindrical right_bdy=vacuum left_bdy=reflected 

origin=0 end  3 10 2 10.5 1 80.5 8 81 6 89 4 92 7 99 9 114 end zone  

end celldata 

4. PARAMERTER INPUT 

Number of generations (iteration steps) is set to 500 (gen=500) and Keno will not create a 2D 

plot of the current problem (plt=no). If a parameter is not listed here, KENO uses standard 

values. For further parameter commands read the manual of KENO VI. 

 

read parameter 

  gen=500 

 plt=no 

end parameter 

 
5. GEOMETRY INPUT 

Start of the geometry input. At first, definition of unit 1,  Com=’…’ = name of unit. 

read geometry 

unit 1 

com='upper_part' 
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 ‘Cylinder 1’ – Geometry ‘1’;  

’10 200 0’ – radius 10, zt=200 (height), zb=0; 

  

cylinder 1  10  200  0  
 cylinder 2  10.5  200  0  

 cylinder 3  80.5  200  0  

 cylinder 4  81  200  0 

 

The Core height can be changed easily by customizing the height of cylinder 1 to cylinder 4 

(in this example the core height has a value of 200 cm). The height of Cylinder 4 to cylinder 8 

(300 cm, the total upper part height) has to be constant! 

 

cylinder 5  89  300  0  

 cylinder 6  92  300  0  

 cylinder 7  99  300  0  

 cylinder 8  114  300  0 

 

A Cuboid surrounds the geometry. The cuboid material is defined as void 

 

cuboid 9  114  -114  114  -114  300  0 

 

‘hole 6’ describes, that unit 6 will be placed here. ‘Hole 6’ until ‘Hole 10’ contain the control 

rods. ‘Z=xxx’ has to be changed too, when height of core has to be changed. 

  

hole 5   origin  x=0 y=0 z=200  

 hole 6   origin  x=0 y=45 z=200  

 hole 7   origin  x=0 y=-45 z=200  

 hole 8   origin  x=45 y=0 z=200  

 hole 9   origin  x=-45 y=0 z=200  

 hole 10   origin  x=0 y=0 z=200 

Definition of media: The following media contains  

 

media 3 1 1 

material 3, Bias=1 (constant), ‘1’: Geometry ‘1’ is inside 

 

media 2 1 -1 2  

material 2, Bias=1 (constant), ‘-1’: Geometry ‘1’ is outside , ‘2’: Geometry ‘2’ is inside 

 

media 1 1 3 -2  

 media 8 1 4 -3  

 media 6 1 5 -4  

 media 4 1 6 -5  

 media 7 1 7 -6  

 media 9 1 8 -7  

 media 0 1 9 -8 

Boundary definition: Geometry ‘9’ is the outer geometry here (boundary 9). 

 

 boundary 9  
unit 2 

com='lower_part' 

 cylinder 1  10  100  0  

 cylinder 2  10.5  100  0  
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 cylinder 3  20  100  0  

 cylinder 4  21  100  0  

 cylinder 5  25  100  0  

 cuboid 6  114  -114  114  -114  100  0  

 media 3 1 1  

 media 2 1 2 -1  

 media 1 1 3 -2  

 media 5 1 4 -3  

 media 4 1 5 -4  

 media 0 1 6 -5  

 boundary 6 

 

The middle Part: 

 

unit 3 

com='middle_part' 

 cylinder 1  10  35  0  

 cylinder 2  10.5  35  0  

 cone 3  80.5  35  20  0  

 cone 4  92  35  65  20  

 cylinder 5  99  35  20  

 cylinder 6  114  35  0  

 cuboid 7  114  -114  114  -114  35  0  

 media 3 1 1  

 media 2 1 2 -1  

 media 1 1 3 -2  

 media 4 1 4 -3  

 media 6 1 5 -4  

 media 4 1 6 -5 -3  

 media 0 1 7 -6  

 boundary 7  

global unit 4 

com='array' 

 cuboid 1  114  -114  114  -114  435  0  

 

The Array number 1 is placed into unit 1 (‘array 1 1’) and its origin is x=y=z=0 (‘0 0 0’). unit 

number 1 in x, y and z-direction is placed into that point (‘1 1 1’ 

) 

 array 1 1  place 1 1 1 0 0 0  

 boundary 1  

unit 5 

com='top-steel' 

 cylinder 1  81  5  0  

 media 4 1 1  

 boundary 1  

 

Control Rods 

‘unit 6’ until ‘unit 10’ are describing the control rods (‘hole 6’ till ‘hole 10’). If media is ‘3’ 

[water] for ‘unit 10’ and ‘1’ [Uranium-mixture] for ‘units 6-9’, the rods are inactive. Each rod 

can be activated by changing the material of a rod to ‘9’[control rod material of central rod].  

or ‘10’[control rod material of the inner-rods]. The z-coordinate of a control rod cylinder 

describes how deep each control rod is inside the core. If this value is changed to ‘-200’ the 

rod is inserted completely (for a core height of 200 cm). 
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Ilustração 6-2: Rodded standard reactor [complete inserted rods] 
 

unit 6 
com='1. control rod core ' 
 cylinder 1  1  0  -100  
 media 1 1 1  
 boundary 1  
unit 7 
com='2. control rod core' 
 cylinder 1  1  0  -100  
 media 1 1 1  
 boundary 1  
unit 8 
com='3. control rod core' 
 cylinder 1  1  0  -100  
 media 1 1 1  
 boundary 1  
unit 9 
com='4. control rod core' 
 cylinder 1  1  0  -100  
 media 1 1 1  
 boundary 1  
unit 10 
com='control rod inside' 
 cylinder 1  1  0  -100  
 media 3 1 1  
 boundary 1 end geometry 

 

6. ARRAY DEFINITION 
 

This file contains only one Array. Array ‘1’ [ara=1] has one Geometry in x and y direction 

and 3 in z direction [upper part, middle part, lower part], it is defined as square (Therefore, the 

Cylinder of the FBNR have to be surrounded by a void cuboid] 

 

read array 
ara=1 nux=1 nuy=1 nuz=3 typ=square 
com='' 
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Array is filled by Unit 2, 3, 1 [lower, middle, upper], the definition starts with the lowest unit, 

here the lower part; unit 2. 

fill 2 3 1  
end fill 
end array 
end data 

end 

 
end of the file. 

 

6.1 Alternative Fuel 

It is possible to modify the used fuel for the FBNR. At the moment, the following 

combinations are planned: 

• Standard UO2 fuel 

• MOX fuel (5% Pu + depleted UO2) 

• 5% Pu + 95% Th-232 

• 50% TH-232 + 50% UO2 (10% U-235) 
 

To include those different fuel types, the following steps have to be done: 

The density of the new mixture has to be calculated, as it will not be he same sensity like for a 

standard UO2 fuel type. Create an input file of the standard reactor and enter only the new 

fuel mixture as mixture 1: 

read comp 

 th          1 0.95 590 end   

 pu          1 0.05 590 94239 93.62732 94240 5.877089 94241 

0.3968 94242 0.09878938 end   

 zirc4       2 1 590 end   

 h-1         3 0 0.0502932 560 end   

 o-16        3 0 0.0251573 560 end   

 ss304       4 1 300 end   

 cadmium     5 1 300 end   

 h-1         6 0 0.044213 600 end   

 o-16        6 0 0.0221159 600 end   

 h-1         7 0 0.0502932 560 end   

 o-16        7 0 0.0251573 560 end   

 cadmium     8 0.05 580 end   

 indium      8 0.15 580 end   

 ag          8 0.8 580 end   

 cadmium     9 0.05 600 end   

 indium      9 0.15 600 end   

 ag          9 0.8 600 end   

 zirc4       10 1 590 end   

 ss304       11 1 300 end   

end comp 

 

Run this calculation and open the output file. A few lines before KENO is printing the keff 

calculation it is printing a summary of the used mixture: 
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Copy the calculated density to the calculations_and_figures.xls Excel sheet into the field of 

UO2 (there are already prepared fields for the alternative fuel calculation). You will get new 

mass fractions (density multiplier) and a new total density. Enter these values into an input 

file and run the calculation for the new mixture (see example for new input file below). 

 

 

7 Textfile Output – FBNR standard_reactor.out 

DOS-prompt 
Open “run SCALE5” at the Start-menu (iniciar-menu). Change to the directory where 

to find the input-files (using dos-command “cd name_of_directory”). To run just one file 

use the command “SCALE5 filename.inp”. It does not matter if it is a KENO input file, or a 

STARBUCS inputfile, or whatever. SCALE5 detects automatically which sequence has to be 

started (see Ilustração 7-1).  
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Ilustração 7-1: Running the standard reactor by using the DOS prompt 

 

It is possible to prepare a batch file to run many cases together: 
For running all input files inside a directory, use the command “run_all_dir”. SCALE will 

perform all input-files it could find inside that directory (see Ilustração 7-2). 

 

 
Ilustração 7-2: Run all input files of one directory 

 

8 Poison 

8.1 Boron 

Boron is a neutron poison and is used at the FBNR as a mixture with the Water (maximal 

1000ppm). The following part of an input file shows the way, boron has to be included in the 

composition data. The values (density, etc.) can be calculated by “calculations_figures.xls” 

chapter ‘mass fraction’ and ‘boron’. 

 
Tabela 8-1: Material details for Boron 

Water temperature Material Number density 
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H-1 0,0502932 

O-16 0,0251573 

B-10 0 

560 K 

0 ppm Boron 

B-11 0 

H-1 0,0502932 

O-16 0,0251573 

B-10 0,00000833778 

560 K 

1000 ppm Boron 

B-11 0,0000335608 

H-1 0,0476055 

O-16 0,0238129 

B-10 0 

580 K 

0 ppm Boron 

B-11 0 

H-1 0,0476055 

O-16 0,0238129 

B-10 0,00000789221 

580 K 

1000 ppm Boron 

B-11 0,0000317673 

H-1 0,044213 

O-16 0,0221159 

B-10 0 

600 K 

0 ppm Boron 

B-11 0 

H-1 0,044213 

O-16 0,0221159 

B-10 0,00000732978 

600 K 

1000 ppm Boron 

B-11 0,0000295035 

 

Note: If there is a need, to use 500ppm Boron, just divide the number densities for Boron by 

2.  

 
uo2         1 den=2.724 0.446 600 92235 5 92238 95 end   
 c-graphite  1 den=2.724 0.016 600 end   
 atomsic1        1  2.724  2 14000 1 6000 1 0.318 600 end   
 c-graphite  1 den=2.724 0.111 600 end   
 h2o         1 den=2.724 0.11 600 end   
 boron       1 den=2.724 0.00011 600 5010 19.8999 5011 80.1001 end   
 zirc4       2 1 600 end   
 h-1         3 0 0.044213 580 end   
 o-16        3 0 0.0221159 580 end   
 b-10        3 0 7.32978e-06 580 end   
 b-11        3 0 2.95035e-05 580 end   
 ss304       4 1 300 end   
 cadmium     5 1 300 end   
 h-1         6 0 0.044213 580 end   
 o-16        6 0 0.0221159 580 end   
 b-10        6 0 7.32978e-06 580 end   
 b-11        6 0 2.95035e-05 580 end   
 h-1         7 0 0.044213 580 end   
 o-16        7 0 0.0221159 580 end   
 b-10        7 0 7.32978e-06 580 end   
 b-11        7 0 2.95035e-05 580 end   
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For a burnup calculation Boron has not to be included in the mixture Number 1, as it will be 

refilled during the burnup period.. Boron gets the Mixture Number 101 to be part of the 

KENO calculations. 

 

8.2 Gadolinium 

In contrast to Boron, Gadolinium being a burnable poison, has to be included in the fuel 

matrix. In this example, to reach a keff=1, Gadolinum has to be inserted as a fraction of 

0,0134% of mass Uranium 
 

wtptuo2         1  2.7242  3 92000 72.7044 8016 27.2756 64000 0.02 

0.4459 600 92235 4.99 92238 95.01 endwtptuo2  

1 – Mixture number 

2.7246 – Density 

3 – mixture contains 3 different materials 

92000 72.7044 – 72.7044 % of mixture is UO2 

8016 27.2756 - 27.2756% of O-16 

64000 0.02 – 0.02% of Gd 

0.4459 – density multiplier 

600 – temperature of mixture 

92235  4.99 – 4.99% of U-235 

92238 – 95.01% of U-238 

8.3 Boron + Gadolinium  

A 5% enriched reactor has a reactivity of keff=1,24 before starting the burnup cycle. Hence, it 

has to be reduced by k=0,24. Boron (1000 ppm) reduces it to Keff= 1.12.  A higher boron 

concentration can produce a positive moderator coefficient, so there is need for the burnable 

poison Gadolinium. A typical burnup input file for that mixture is printed below: 

 

STARBUCS 

PWR 17x17 Fuel Assembly - uniform axial burnup rods 

44groupndf5 

read comp 

 wtptuo2         1  2.7243  2 92000 99.999 64000 0.001 0.445977 600 

92235 4.99 92238 95.01 end   

 c-graphite  101 den=2.724 0.016 600 end   

 atomsic1        101  2.724  2 14000 1 6000 1 0.318 600 end   

 c-graphite  101 den=2.724 0.111 600 end   

 h2o         101 den=2.724 0.11 600 end   

 boron       101 den=2.724 0.00011 600 5010 19.8999 5011 80.1001 end   

 zirc4       2 1 600 end   

 h-1         3 0 0.044213 580 end   

 o-16        3 0 0.0221159 580 end   

 b-10        3 0 7.32978e-06 580 end   

 b-11        3 0 2.95035e-05 580 end   

 ss304       4 1 300 end   

 cadmium     5 1 300 end   

 h-1         6 0 0.044213 580 end   

 o-16        6 0 0.0221159 580 end   

 b-10        6 0 7.32978e-06 580 end   

 b-11        6 0 2.95035e-05 580 end   

 h-1         7 0 0.044213 580 end   

 o-16        7 0 0.0221159 580 end   
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 b-10        7 0 7.32978e-06 580 end   

 b-11        7 0 2.95035e-05 580 end       

end comp 

read celldata 

[…] 

read geometry  

unit 1 

com='upper_part' 

 cylinder 1  10  200  0   origin  x=114 y=114 z=0  

 cylinder 2  10.5  200  0   origin  x=114 y=114 z=0  

 cylinder 3  80.5  200  0   origin  x=114 y=114 z=0  

[…] 

media 101 1 3 -2  

 media 2 1 4 -3  

[…] 

end KENO 

end 

 

8.4 Future Prospects 

The current maximal lifetime of a 5% enriched reactor with a height of 250 cm is about 

1100 days. Gadolinium is burned up after 100days. As the keff after that period reaches 

keff=1,1 Boron can reduce the needed reactivity after that time. One new poison has to be 

found for higher enriched versions of the reactor. 

 

9 Burnup [STARBUCS] 

9.1 Introduction 

The STARBUCS sequence combines two modules of Scale to calculate the reactivity of a 

spent fuel inventory (Origen + Keno).  At first, STARBUCS calls the ORIGEN ARP module 

to perform the cross-section preparation and to run a depletion calculation.  It results in a 

spent fuel isotopic inventory for the fuel region.  The spent fuel isotopic inventory is used to 

generate the resonance self-shielded macroscopic cross sections by CSAS code.  The 

criticality calculation is performed by KENO VI. 

 

Therefore, the layout of a STARBUCS input file will have the following order 

1. Material definition (KENO) 

2. Unit Cell definition (KENO) 

3. OrigenArp input (ORIGEN) 

4. Geometry definition for the reactivity calculation (KENO) 

 

Note: STARBUCS has no graphical interface to generate input files (like GeeWiz). The user 

has to be able to understand the SCALE input text files and he has to be able to manipulate 

them.  Therefore, it is recommended, to read and to work with the examples given in chapter 

6 and 7. 

 

1. Material definition: 

The material definition (list) can be copied out of the Keno standard input file. But 

there are three important changes:  

• The fuel material has to be named the mixture number one, as OrigenArp only 

takes mixture 1 for its burnup calculations.  
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• In the case of the FBNR the fuel region has to be defined as a homogenous mixture 

of UO2, Graphite, SiC and Water.  Even though they are all in the mixture number 

1, OrigenArp only takes UO2 out of this mixture composition and runs the burnup 

only for UO2.  The other materials would not be included for the burnup and 

reactivity calculations.  [For example, when using burnable poison such as Gd, one 

has to mix it with UO2, thereby  using “Alloy Composition” in GeeWiz]  

• After running the burnup, OrigenArp code, the ORIGEN changes the mixture 

number of UO2 and its fission products from 1 to 101. Therefore, to include the 

materials of the homogenous mixture (C, SiC, H2O) for the reactivity calculations, 

they have to become mixture number 101 in the material definition part.  For this 

one should change their numbers from 1 to 101 manually. 

 

2. Unit Cell definition: 

This part is the same as the standard KENO”s Unit Cell definition and can be copied 

from the input file of KENO, to the starbucs input file without any modifications. 

 

3. OrigenArp commands: 

At this point some comments are in order. SCALE contains a graphical user interface 

similar to GeeWiz to create ORIGEN /ARP input files.  This is used only for zero dimension 

calculations, that is the burnup of the whole material taken as a lump.  Unfortunately, their 

results can not be used in the Starbucs calculations as the formats of the input of ORIGEN is 

not compatible with the input  required by starbucs.  This incompatibility is due to the 

intention of the authors to simplify the starbucs input file. 

The user has to specify the details for the burnup calculation.  At first he has to decide how 

long the burnup period has to be and he has to enter the burnup rate , defined as Thermal 

Power of the reactor divided by the Total Mass of Uranium [MWth/MTU].  Another 

important part is the choice of the cross-section library. To enable a realistic burnup 

calculation, OrigenArp needs to use an optimized problem dependent cross-section library. 

The included standard libraries will provide an optimized burnup for standard PWR reactors 

and for standard AGR reactor types. As the FBNR is a mixture of both rector types it does not 

match perfectly with either of those types, but, because of the similarity to the behavior of a 

PWR (in case of temperature, the moderator and the coolant material) the cross section library 

of the better may be used as a first approximation.  At the present date (January 2007) we 

assume that for present evaluations,  FBNR be similar to the “Westinghouse 17 × 17 .  In the 

future we will produce a cross section library optimized for FBNR. (See SCALE Manual 

Chap.D1.A.3) 

 

 

4. Geometry definition: 

 The geometry part just has to be copied out of the standard FBNR KENO input files. 

Only one detail has to be changed:  As OrigenArp uses the UO2 with mixture number 1, thus 

for its burnup calculation  we must change the mixture number 1 to 101.  The “media” 

definition used in the KENO geometry model has also to be customized.   (media 1 has to be 

changed to media 101).  

9.2 Input 

9.2.1 Short Introduction in Building a STARBUCS Input File: 

Note: A detailed explanation is added in the following chapters and a summary table of all 

input file commands can be found at section Appendix C – Input files…) 

1. Create a new file simply by renaming the KENO input file [i.e. Starbucs_keno.inp] 
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2. Open it 

3. Change the line “=csas6” to “=Starbucs” 

4. In between of “=Starbucs” and the cross-section-library definition, one has to enter a 

name for the calculation. If this name is not entered, the calculation will not run. 

5. Change the mixture number of all mixture 1 materials to 101 (excepting UO2! UO2 
has to have mixture number 1!) 

 

example: 

uo2            1 den=2.7241 0.446 590 92235 4.99 92238 95.01 end   

 c-graphite 1 den=2.7241 0.016 590 end   

 atomsic1   1  2.7241  2 14000 1 6000 1 0.318 590 end   

 c-graphite  1 den=2.7241 0.11 590 end   

 h2o            1 den=2.7241 0.11 590 end   

 

has to be changed to 

 

uo2            1 den=2.7241 0.446 590 92235 4.99 92238 95.01 end   

 c-graphite 101 den=2.7241 0.016 590 end   

 atomsic1   101  2.7241  2 14000 1 6000 1 0.318 590 end   

 c-graphite  101 den=2.7241 0.11 590 end   

 h2o            101 den=2.7241 0.11 590 end   

 

6. Change the enrichment to less than five percent (4.99% will work). OriginARP should 

be able to work with exact 5% enrichment, but it does not. There is no information 

why only 4.99% enrichment is working, and it is rather a rule than a fact. 

7. Celldata: At the moment you have to use the lattice cell instead of a multiregion cell, 

as the Multiregion definition is not integrated into the burnup modules of SCALE 5 at 

the moment. Therefore, add  

latticecell squarepitch pitch=89 3 fueld=80.5 1 cladd=81 2 end 

  instead of the multiregion command! 

8. Add to following texts between “end celldata” and “read geometry” int the input 

file: 

 

read control 

arp=17x17 

nuc= all 

axp=2 end 

end control 

read hist 

power=25.834 burn=10 nlib=5 end 

power=25.834 burn=10 nlib=5 end 

power=25.834 burn=10 nlib=5 end 

power=25.834 burn=10 nlib=5 end 

power=25.834 burn=10 nlib=5 end 

power=25.834 burn=10 nlib=5 end 

power=25.834 burn=10 nlib=5 end 

power=25.834 burn=10 nlib=5 end 

power=25.834 burn=10 nlib=5 end 

power=25.834 burn=10 nlib=5 end 

end hist 
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read kenovi 

 

9. Change the media definition of Keno for material from ‘1’ to ‘101’: 

The media record of Unit 1 has to be changed the following way:  

 

media 3 1 1  

 media 2 1 2 -1  

 media 1 1 3 -2  
 media 5 1 4 -3  

 media 4 1 5 -4  

 media 0 1 6 -5  

 boundary 6 

to 

media 3 1 1  

 media 2 1 2 -1  

 media 101 1 3 -2  
 media 5 1 4 -3  

 media 4 1 5 -4  

 media 0 1 6 -5  

 boundary 6 

This has to be done for all geometries containing mixture number one (the units for 

upper, middle, lower part and the units for the in-core-control rods) 

10. Fill “end keno” into the file after the command “end data” Therefore the last three 

lines look like this: 

end geometry 

end data 

end keno 
end 

 

11.  It should work now. Run it by using the prompt command: “Scale5 FILENAME.inp” 

(see Ilustração 9-1) 

 

 
Ilustração 9-1: Run the STARBUCS calculation 
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9.2.2 Example of a Complete STARBUCS Input File: 
 

=STARBUCS 

PWR 17x17 Fuel Assembly - uniform axial burnup rods 

44groupndf5 

read comp 

 
Since STARBUCS can handle only ONE uranium mixture, that uranium mixture has to be 

defined as the ‘mixture number 1’. Only this uranium mixture will be taken by STARBUCS 

for the burnup-calculation. After this calculation, STARBUCS gives this mixture the name 

101. This new mixture 101 includes Uranium and the fission products after the burnup.  
To include some other materials for the burnup calculation (e.g. poisons), these materials have 

to be defined as a composition with uranium (see below). 
 

 wtptuo2         1  2.7246  2 92000 99.97325 64000 0.02675 0.446066 

600 92235 4.99 92238 95.01 end  

 
If there is a need to simulate a homogenous mixture of Uranium and other materials, these 

additional materials have to be defined as mixture number 101. They will not be included at 

the burnup-calculation, but will mix them with the mixture given by Origen 
 

 c-graphite  101 den=2.7246 0.016 600 end   

 atomsic1        101  2.7246  2 14000 1 6000 1 0.318 600 end   

 c-graphite  101 den=2.7246 0.111 600 end   

 h2o         101 den=2.7246 0.11 600 end 

 
The following materials are not included in any burnup part (OrigenARP), but were included 

at the reactivity calculation (KENO) 

   

zirc4       2 1 590 end   

 h-1         3 0 0.0502932 560 end   

 o-16        3 0 0.0251573 560 end   

 ss304       4 1 300 end   

 cadmium     5 1 300 end   

 h-1         6 0 0.044213 600 end   

 o-16        6 0 0.0221159 600 end   

 h-1         7 0 0.0502932 560 end   

 o-16        7 0 0.0251573 560 end  

 zirc4       8 1 590 end  

 ss304       9 1 300 end  

 cadmium     10 0.05 580 end   

 indium      10 0.15 580 end   

 ag          10 0.8 580 end   

 cadmium     11 0.05 600 end   

 indium      11 0.15 600 end   

 ag          11 0.8 600 end  

end comp 

read celldata 

latticecell squarepitch pitch=89 3 fueld=80.5 1 cladd=81 2 end 

end celldata 
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The Control definition: The ‘control’ and the ‘history’ definition include the input for 

OrigenArp.  

 

‘ARP’ defines the used cross-section library (here the 17x17 library) 

‘AXP’ defines the number of axial zones. In this example there are two zones: the upper and 

the middle part. The lower part is not necessary for burnup. 

 

‘NUC’ defines the nuclides used for the reactivity calculation. E.g. the user can enter ‘U-235 

U-238’ to include only these Uranium isotopes for the KENO calculation. For the current 

burnup calculation all nuclides have to be included, so the command has to be ‘ALL’. 

 
read control 

arp=17x17 

nuc= all 

axp= 2 end 

end control 

read hist 

 

‘History’ in General: 

The user decides how long the burnup time will take and how much burnup steps have to be 

taken to reach the burnup time.  

 

If the user decides to run a burnup for about 10 days OrigenArp will divide these 10 days into 

8 parts (this number is a fixed number). Therefore, it will calculate a burnup for every 1.25 

days (10/8=1.25). If the user wants to, he can decide, that these burnup steps (10/8) will be 

divided into much smaller steps to get better results. For this case there exists the option 

“number of libraries”. The user can set e.g. 2 libraries and OrigenArp will divide the burnup 

time of 10 days into 5 days. Therefore it will run two calculations for 5 days (so 5 days 

divided into 8 parts (5/8): 0.625 days for each burnup step) 

 

”Power” is defined as MW/MTU (thermal power divided by total mass of uranium). The 

calculations for that value can be found in the data sheet of the FBNR 

“calculations_and_figures.xls” (Chapters ‘BUNRUP’). 

 

 “Burn” defines the number of days a burnup step has to go. STARBUCS always divides the 

burnup into 8 parts. In case of 10 days, each burnup step = 10/8=1.25 days. In the example, 

the burnup is divided in steps of 10 days to get better results.  

 

“nlib” – number of libraries: The user can decide if one burnup step (‘burn’) will be divided  

in more detailed steps. Some example will help to understand the function of nlib: 

1. ‘burn=10 nlib=1’: OrigenArp will calculate a burnup for 10 days. Each burnup step 

will be  

10/8=1.25 days  
(see burn explanation). 

2. ‘burn=10 nlib=5’: OrigenArp will calculate a burnup for 10days, but it will divide this 

calculation into 5 parts:  

10/8=1.25 steps.  

After this, these steps will be divided into 5 parts (nlib=5): 

 1.25/5=0.25  
days for each step. 
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If the user adds more Burnup steps, OrigenArp will run them after finishing the prior 
one but is using the new material details of the former calculation.  In this example, 
OrigenArp will run the burnup step of 10 days five times. It will result in a burnup 
calculation for 50 days. If there is a need to run a 10days burnup, just delete four lines of 
the power command. In this example the burnup time will be 50 days. If there is a need 
to run more than this 50 days, just ad some ‘power command’ lines. 
 

power=25.834 burn=10 nlib=5 end 

power=25.834 burn=10 nlib=5 end 

power=25.834 burn=10 nlib=5 end 

power=25.834 burn=10 nlib=5 end 

power=25.834 burn=10 nlib=5 end 

end hist 

 

Start of the KENO part 
 

read KENOvi 

' infinite pin cell lattice 

' 

'************************************** 

'* materials 

'* 101 = uo2, uniform axial region 

'* 2 = Zircaloy 

'* 3 = Water 

'************************************** 
read param gen=500 end parm 

read geometry  

 

global unit 1 

com='upper_part' 

 cylinder 1  10  200  0   origin  x=114 y=114 z=0  

 cylinder 2  10.5  200  0   origin  x=114 y=114 z=0  

 cylinder 3  80.5  200  0   origin  x=114 y=114 z=0  

 cylinder 4  81  200  0   origin  x=114 y=114 z=0  

 cylinder 5  89  300  0   origin  x=114 y=114 z=0  

 cylinder 6  92  300  0   origin  x=114 y=114 z=0  

 cylinder 7  99  300  0   origin  x=114 y=114 z=0  

 cylinder 8  114  300  0   origin  x=114 y=114 z=0  

 cuboid 9  228  0  228  0  300  0  

 media 3 1 1  

 media 2 1 -1 2  

 

 

all material definitions have to be done as in a regular KENO simulation (the fuel has 
the number 101) 
 

 media 101 1 3 -2  

 media 2 1 4 -3  

 media 6 1 5 -4  

 media 4 1 6 -5  

 media 7 1 7 -6  

 media 4 1 8 -7  

 media 0 1 9 -8  

 boundary 9  

read bounds all=vacuum end bounds 
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end data 

end KENO 

end 

 

Note: The example above will just calculate the burnup of the upper part! 

9.3 Output  
After running a STARBUCS input file (‘scale5 name_of_file.inp’), it will create an 

output file that includes the burnup details and the reactivity calculation. 

 

The Output file is divided into two parts:  

1. The burnup part [OrigenARP] 

2. The reactivity calculation [KENO] 

 

9.3.1 The Burnup Part 

In the current example, each burnup step will take 10 days (burn=10) and is divided 

into 5 parts for 2 days each (nlib=5). Therefore, each burnup step will take 2/8=0.25. The 

accuracy can be taken that high, as the burnup calculation will not take much time. 

 

After printing the input data and the used material data, OrigenARP will print the number of 

steps that will be done and gives them a library number so that the user can identify each step 

later inside the burnup calculation output (see following example for a burnup of 5X10 days 

and 5 libraries for each step. In this case, OrigenArp will run the calculation for each 2 days). 

 

history data block  

 library   power(w/g)   time(days)    down(days) 

     1       28.7800          2.00          0.00 

     2       28.7800          2.00          0.00 

     3       28.7800          2.00          0.00 

     4       28.7800          2.00          0.00 

     5       28.7800          2.00          0.00 

     6       29.3200          2.00          0.00 

     7       29.3200          2.00          0.00 

     8       29.3200          2.00          0.00 

     9       29.3200          2.00          0.00 

    10       29.3200          2.00          0.00 

    11       29.3200          2.00          0.00 

    12       29.3200          2.00          0.00 

    13       29.3200          2.00          0.00 

    14       29.3200          2.00          0.00 

    15       29.3200          2.00          0.00 

    16       29.3700          2.00          0.00 

    17       29.3700          2.00          0.00 

    18       29.3700          2.00          0.00 

    19       29.3700          2.00          0.00 

    20       29.3700          2.00          0.00 

    21       29.3700          2.00          0.00 

    22       29.3700          2.00          0.00 

    23       29.3700          2.00          0.00 

    24       29.3700          2.00          0.00 
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    25       29.3700          2.00          0.00 

 

The burnup calculation is printed below. OrigenArp prints the nuclide concentration for each 

nuclide included (e.g. fission products) in the burnup calculation 

 

 
Ilustração 9-2: Output Textfile 

 

After this work is done, KENO will take the new material data form OrigenArp and run a 

standard reactivity calculation.  

 

 

To be continued… 
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Appendix A – The FBNR 
The Fixed Bed Nuclear Reactor (FBNR) is a small reactor (40 MWe) without the need 

of on-site refueling.  It utilizes the PWR technology but uses the HTGR type fuel elements.  It 

has the characteristics of being simple in design, modular, inherent safety, passive cooling, 

proliferation resistant, and reduced environmental impact.    

The FBNR is modular in design, and each module is assumed to be fuelled in the factory. The 

fuelled modules in sealed form are then transported to and from the site. The FBNR has a 

long fuel cycle time and, therefore, there is no need for on-site refuelling. The reactor makes 

an extensive use of PWR technology. 

It is an integrated primary system design. The basic modules, as shown in the schematic 

figure, have in its upper part the reactor core and a steam generator and in its lower part the 

fuel chamber.  The core consists of two concentric perforated zircaloy tubes of 20 cm and 160 

cm in diameters, inside which, during the reactor operation, the spherical fuel elements are 

held together by the coolant flow in a fixed bed configuration, forming a suspended core. The 

coolant flows vertically up into the inner perforated tube and then, passing horizontally 

through the fuel elements and the outer perforated tube, enters the outer shell where it flows 

up vertically to the steam generator. The reserve fuel chamber is a 40-cm diameter tube made 

of high neutron absorbing alloy, which is directly connected underneath the core tube. The 

fuel chamber consists of a helical 25 cm diameter tube flanged to the reserve fuel chamber 

that is sealed by the international authorities.  A grid is provided at the lower part of the tube 

to hold the fuel elements within it. A steam generator of the shell-and-tube type is integrated 

in the upper part of the module.  The control rods slide inside the core  The reactor is provided 

with a pressurizer system to keep the coolant at a constant pressure. The pump circulates the 

coolant inside the reactor moving it up through the fuel chamber, the core, and the steam 

generator. Thereafter, the coolant flows back down to the pump through the concentric 

annular passage.  At a certain pump velocity, the water coolant carries up the 15 mm diameter 

spherical fuel elements from the fuel chamber into the core. A fixed suspended core is formed 

in the reactor.  In a shut down condition, the suspended core breaks down and the fuel 

elements leave the core and fall back into the fuel chamber.  The fuel elements are made of 

TRISO type micro spheres used in HTGR. 

The control system is based on the inherent safety philosophy that when all the signals from 

all the detectors are within the design ranges, the pump can operate, thus the normal situation 

of pump is “off” position..  Therefore, any initiating event will cut-off power to the pump, 

causing the fuel elements to leave the core and fall back into the fuel chamber, where they 

remain in a highly sub critical and passively cooled condition. The fuel chamber is cooled by 

natural convection transferring heat to the water in the tank housing the fuel chamber. 

The pump circulates the water coolant in the loop and at the mass flow rate of about 141 

kg/sec, corresponding to the terminal velocity of 1.64 m/sec in the reserve fuel chamber, 

carries the fuel elements into the core and forms a fixed bed.  At the operating mass flow rate 

of 668 kg/sec, the fuel elements are firmly held together by a pressure of 10 bar forming a 

stable fixed bed.  The coolant flows radially in the core and after absorbing heat from the fuel 

elements enters the integrated heat exchanger of tube and shell type. Thereafter, it circulates 

back into the pump and the fuel chamber.  The long-term reactivity is supplied by fresh fuel 

addition and a fine control rod that moves in the center of the core controls the short-term 

reactivity. A piston type core limiter adjusts the core height and controls the amount of fuel 

elements that are permitted to enter the core from the reserve chamber.  The control system is 

conceived to have the pump in the “not operating” condition and only operates when all the 
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signals coming from the control detectors simultaneously indicate safe operation.  Under any 

possible inadequate functioning of the reactor, the power does not reach the pump and the 

coolant flow stops causing the fuel elements to fall out of the core by the force of gravity and 

become stored in the passively cooled fuel chamber.  The water flowing from an accumulator 

that is controlled by a multi redundancy valve system cools the fuel chamber as a measure of 

emergency core cooling system.  The other components of the reactor are essentially the same 

as in a conventional pressurized water reactor. 

 

 

Figure 0-1: Schematic Design of FBNR 
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Table 0-1: Technical data for the Fixed Bed Nuclear Reactor (FBNR) 

Parameter Value 
   

Power:  

 

Maximum fuel temperature 

after a LOCA (ºC) 

< 357 

Net power generation 

(MWe) 

40 

 

Coolant temperature rise after 

a LOFA after 10 days (ºC) 

< 1 

Power generation (MWt) 134 

 

Water needed to cool during 

10 days after LOCA (m³) 

0.45 

Core power density (KWt/lit) 33.7  Module dimensions:  

Pump power (MWe) 3.4  Core height (cm) 200 

Hydraulics:   Core inner diameter (cm) 20  

Coolant volume (m³) 12  Core outer diameter (cm) 160 

Coolant mass flow (kg/sec) 668  Core volume (m³) 3.96 

Coolant pressure (bar) 160  Fuel in the core (Ton) 9.6 

Pressure loss in the loop 

(bar) 

100 

 

UO2 in the core (Ton) 4.8 

Pressure loss in the bed (bar) 9.5  Fuel element  

Terminal velocity (m/sec) 1.64  Fuel element diameter (cm) 1.5 

Thermal:   SiC clad thickness (cm) 0.1 

Coolant inlet temperature 

(ºC) 

290 

 

Number of microspheres in a 

fuel element.  

165 

Coolant outlet temperature 

(°C) 

326 

 

Number of fuel elements in 

the core. 

1.34x10
6
 

Coolant inlet enthalpy 

(kJ/kg) 

1284 

 

UO2 in each fuel element (% 

vol) 

19.3 

Coolant inlet density (kg/m
3
) 747 

 

Dense graphite in each fuel 

element (% vol) 

27.8 

Enthalpy rise in the core 

(kJ/kg) 

1490 

 

Porous graphite in each fuel 

element (% vol) 

7.4 

Film boiling convective heat 

transfer coefficient at 300 ºC 

( W/m²ºC    ) 

454 

 

SiC in each fuel element (% 

vol) 

45.5 

Fuel element average 

thermal conductivity 

(W/m.ºC) 

30.58 

 

UO2 density (gr/cm³) 10.5 

Fuel element average 

specific heat (J/kg.ºC) 

802.5 

 

PYC porous density (gr/cm³) 1.0 

Fuel element average density 

(gr/cm³) 

4.041 

 

PYC dense density (gr/cm³) 1.8 

Maximum fuel temperature 

after a LOCA (ºC) 

< 357 

 

SiC density (gr/cm³) 3.17 
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Before running a keff, calculation of the whole reactor, one single fuel cell was analyzed to 

simulate k∞.  

 

One Fuel-element of the FBNR consists of spherical elements surrounded by water.  The 15 

mm diameter spherical fuel elements are made of compacted coated particles in a graphite 

matrix.  The coated particles are similar to TRISO fuel with outer diameters about 2mm.  

They consist of 1.58 mm diameter uranium dioxide spheres coated with 3 layers.  The inner 

layer is of 0.09 mm thick porous pyrolitic carbide (PYC) with density of 1 g/cm3 called buffer 

layer, providing space for gaseous fission products.  The second layer is of 0.02 mm thick 

dense PYC (density of 1.8 g/cm3) and the outer layer is 0.1 mm thick corrosion resistant 

silicon carbide (SiC, density of 3.17 g/cm3).  The fuel element is cladded by 1mm thick SiC.  

 

Table 0-2: Fuel particle (2 mm  diameter) 

Material density (g/cm³) d. inside (cm) 
d.outside 
(cm) 

volume (cm³) mass (gr) 

UO2 10.5 0 0.158 0.002065237 0.021684988 

PYC (porous) 1 0.158 0.176 0.000789306 0.000789306 

PYC (dense) 1.8 0.176 0.18 0.000199085 0.000358353 

SiC 3.17 0.18 0.2 0.001135162 0.003598464 

Average for 
microsphere 

6.3099629  0.2 0.00418879 0.026431111 

 

Due to the computer code limitation, one fuel-element is divided into two regions: The inner 

region, consisting coated particles inside a graphite matrix, is simulated as a homogenized 

mixture of these components.  The volume fractions of each material are listed in Erro! A 
origem da referência não foi encontrada.. The outer region consists the 1mm SiC cladding. 

 

Table 0-3: Mixture of Region 1 

Material 
Mass 
(gr) 

Volume 
(cm3) 

Density 
(g/cm3) 

Mass 
fraction 

Volume 
fraction 

Thermal 
conductivity 
(W/m.°C) 

Specific 
heat 
(kJ/kg.°C) 

UO2 3.578 0.341 10.5 0.501 0.193 5.2  

PYC 
porous 
(amorfo) 
600K 

0.130 0.130 1 0.0182 0.0737 2.19 1406 

PYC 
dense 
(amorfo) 
600K 

0.887 0.493 1.8 0.124 0.279 2.19 1406 
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SiC 2.549 0.804 3.17 0.357 0,455 77.5 1300 

fuel 
element 

7.145 1.768 4.041 1 1 30.566 1400 

 

To simulate the reactor as a cylinder, filled by fuel spheres and water, each fuel element is 

surrounded by a dodecahedronal water region.  Arranging several Dodecahedrons on each 

other allows modelling the reactor core.  The radius of one dodecahedron is chosen as such, to 

get a porosity of 40% (volume-fraction of water to fuel).  The composition of these 3 regions 

(Fuel, SiC, and Water) creates one fuel unit. 
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Appendix B – Neutron energy group structure 
 

Group 
Energy 

[eV]  Group 
Energy 

[eV]  Group 
Energy 

[eV] 

238 1.00E-04  189 1.01  140 6.00 

237 5.00E-04  188 1.02  139 6.25 

236 7.50E-04  187 1.03  138 6.50 

235 1.00E-03  186 1.04  137 6.75 

234 1.20E-03  185 1.05  136 7.00 

233 1.50E-03  184 1.06  135 7.15 

232 2.00E-03  183 1.07  134 8.10 

231 2.50E-03  182 1.08  133 9.10 

230 3.00E-03  181 1.09  132 10.00 

229 4.00E-03  180 1.10  131 11.50 

228 5.00E-03  179 1.11  130 11.90 

227 7.50E-03  178 1.12  129 12.90 

226 1.00E-02  177 1.13  128 13.75 

225 2.53E-02  176 1.14  127 14.40 

224 3.00E-02  175 1.15  126 15.10 

223 4.00E-02  174 1.18  125 16.00 

222 5.00E-02  173 1.20  124 17.00 

221 6.00E-02  172 1.23  123 18.50 

220 7.00E-02  171 1.25  122 19.00 

219 8.00E-02  170 1.30  121 20.00 

218 9.00E-02  169 1.35  120 21.00 

217 1.00E-01  168 1.40  119 22.50 

216 1.25E-01  167 1.45  118 25.00 

215 1.50E-01  166 1.50  117 27.50 

214 1.75E-01  165 1.59  116 30.00 

213 2.00E-01  164 1.68  115 31.25 

212 2.25E-01  163 1.77  114 31.75 

211 2.50E-01  162 1.86  113 33.25 

210 2.75E-01  161 1.94  112 33.75 

209 3.00E-01  160 2.00  111 34.60 

208 3.25E-01  159 2.12  110 35.50 

207 3.50E-01  158 2.21  109 37.00 

206 3.75E-01  157 2.30  108 38.00 

205 4.00E-01  156 2.38  107 39.10 

204 4.50E-01  155 2.47  106 39.60 

203 5.00E-01  154 2.57  105 41.00 

202 5.50E-01  153 2.67  104 42.40 

201 6.00E-01  152 2.77  103 44.00 

200 6.25E-01  151 2.87  102 45.20 

199 6.50E-01  150 2.97  101 47.00 

198 7.00E-01  149 3.00  100 48.30 

197 7.50E-01  148 3.05  99 49.20 

196 8.00E-01  147 3.15  98 50.60 

195 8.50E-01  146 3.50  97 52.00 

194 9.00E-01  145 3.73  96 53.40 

193 9.25E-01  144 4.00  95 59.00 

192 9.50E-01  143 4.75  94 61.00 

191 9.75E-01  142 5.00  93 65.00 

190 1.00E+00  141 5.40  92 67.50 
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Group 
Energy 

[eV]  Group 
Energy 

[eV] 

91 72.00  42 200000 

90 76.00  41 270000 

89 80.00  40 330000 

88 82.00  39 400000 

87 90.00  38 420000 

86 100.00  37 440000 

85 108.00  36 470000 

84 115.00  35 499520 

83 119.00  34 550000 

82 122.00  33 573000 

81 186.00  32 600000 

80 192.50  31 670000 

79 207.50  30 679000 

78 210.00  29 750000 

77 240.00  28 820000 

76 285.00  27 861100 

75 305.00  26 875000 

74 550.00  25 900000 

73 670.00  24 920000 

72 683.00  23 1010000 

71 950.00  22 1100000 

70 1150.00  21 1200000 

69 1500.00  20 1250000 

68 1550.00  19 1317000 

67 1800.00  18 1356000 

66 2200.00  17 1400000 

65 2290.00  16 1500000 

64 2580.00  15 1850000 

63 3000.00  14 2354000 

62 3740.00  13 2479000 

61 3900.00  12 3000000 

60 6000.00  11 4304000 

59 8030.00  10 4800000 

58 9500.00  9 6434000 

57 13000.00  8 8187300 

56 17000.00  7 10000000 

55 25000.00  6 12840000 

54 30000.00  5 13840000 

53 45000.00  4 14550000 

52 50000.00  3 15683000 

51 52000.00  2 17333000 

50 60000.00  1 20000000 

49 73000.00    

48 75000.00    

47 82000.00    

46 85000.00    

45 100000.00    

44 128300.00    

43 150000.00    
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Appendix C – Input files 
 

 
Table 0-1: Table of important input file commands 

Material definition     

uo2  1 den=2.72

41 

0.446 590 92235 5 

92238 95 

Material Mix-

Number 

Density Dens. 

Multiplier 

Temperature 5% U-235 

95% U-238 

      

h-1  6 0 0.044213 600  

Material Mix 

Number 

Dens. 

Multiplier 

Number- 

density 

Temperature  

      

      

Geometry definition     

cylinder  1 10 200 0  

Geometry 

type 

Region 

Number 

Radius Top height Bottom height  

      

cuboid  9 114  -

114 

114  -114 300 0 

Geometry 

type 

Region 

Number 

Cuboid 

length in  

+/- X-

direction 

Cuboid length 

in  

+/- Y-

direction 

Top height Bottom height 

      

media  6 1 5 -4  

Media 

definition 

Definition 

Number 

Bias ID Region 5 is 

inside 

Region 4 is 

outside 

 

 

 

Standard Reactor: KENOVI input 
 

=csas26  

homogenized 

44groupndf5 

read comp 

 uo2         1 den=2.7241 0.446 590 92235 5 92238 95 end   

 c-graphite  1 den=2.7241 0.016 590 end   

 atomsic1        1  2.7241  2 14000 1 6000 1 0.318 590 end   

 c-graphite  1 den=2.7241 0.11 590 end   

 h2o         1 den=2.7241 0.11 590 end   

 zirc4       2 1 590 end   

 h-1         3 0 0.0502932 560 end   

 o-16        3 0 0.0251573 560 end   

 ss304       4 1 300 end   
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 cadmium     5 1 300 end   

 h-1         6 0 0.044213 600 end   

 o-16        6 0 0.0221159 600 end   

 h-1         7 0 0.0502932 560 end   

 o-16        7 0 0.0251573 560 end  

 zirc4       8 1 590 end  

 ss304       9 1 300 end  

 cadmium     10 0.05 580 end   

 indium      10 0.15 580 end   

 ag          10 0.8 580 end   

 cadmium     11 0.05 600 end   

 indium      11 0.15 600 end   

 ag          11 0.8 600 end   

end comp 

read celldata 

  multiregion cylindrical right_bdy=vacuum left_bdy=reflected 

origin=0 end  3 10 2 10.5 1 80.5 8 81 6 89 4 92 7 99 9 114 end 

zone  

end celldata 

read parameter 

           gen=500 

end parameter 

read geometry  

unit 1 

com='upper_part' 

 cylinder 1  10  200  0  

 cylinder 2  10.5  200  0  

 cylinder 3  80.5  200  0  

 cylinder 4  81  200  0  

 cylinder 5  89  300  0  

 cylinder 6  92  300  0  

 cylinder 7  99  300  0  

 cylinder 8  114  300  0  

 cuboid 9  114  -114  114  -114  300  0  

 hole 5   origin  x=0 y=0 z=200  

 hole 6   origin  x=0 y=45 z=200  

 hole 7   origin  x=0 y=-45 z=200  

 hole 8   origin  x=45 y=0 z=200  

 hole 9   origin  x=-45 y=0 z=200  

 hole 10   origin  x=0 y=0 z=200  

 media 3 1 1  

 media 2 1 -1 2  

 media 1 1 3 -2  

 media 8 1 4 -3  

 media 6 1 5 -4  

 media 4 1 6 -5  

 media 7 1 7 -6  

 media 9 1 8 -7  

 media 0 1 9 -8  

 boundary 9  

unit 2 
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com='lower_part' 

 cylinder 1  10  100  0  

 cylinder 2  10.5  100  0  

 cylinder 3  20  100  0  

 cylinder 4  21  100  0  

 cylinder 5  25  100  0  

 cuboid 6  114  -114  114  -114  100  0  

 media 3 1 1  

 media 2 1 2 -1  

 media 1 1 3 -2  

 media 5 1 4 -3  

 media 4 1 5 -4  

 media 0 1 6 -5  

 boundary 6  

unit 3 

com='middle_part' 

 cylinder 1  10  35  0  

 cylinder 2  10.5  35  0  

 cone 3  80.5  35  20  0  

 cone 4  92  35  65  20  

 cylinder 5  99  35  20  

 cylinder 6  114  35  0  

 cuboid 7  114  -114  114  -114  35  0  

 media 3 1 1  

 media 2 1 2 -1  

 media 1 1 3 -2  

 media 4 1 4 -3  

 media 6 1 5 -4  

 media 4 1 6 -5 -3  

 media 0 1 7 -6  

 boundary 7  

global unit 4 

com='array' 

 cuboid 1  114  -114  114  -114  435  0  

 array 1 1  place 1 1 1 0 0 0  

 boundary 1  

unit 5 

com='top-steel' 

 cylinder 1  81  5  0  

 media 4 1 1  

 boundary 1  

unit 6 

com='1. control rod core ' 

 cylinder 1  1  0  -100  

 media 1 1 1  

 boundary 1  

unit 7 

com='2. control rod core' 

 cylinder 1  1  0  -100  

 media 1 1 1  

 boundary 1  
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unit 8 

com='3. control rod core' 

 cylinder 1  1  0  -100  

 media 1 1 1  

 boundary 1  

unit 9 

com='4. control rod core' 

 cylinder 1  1  0  -100  

 media 1 1 1  

 boundary 1  

unit 10 

com='control rod inside' 

 cylinder 1  1  0  -100  

 media 3 1 1  

 boundary 1  

end geometry 

read array 

ara=1 nux=1 nuy=1 nuz=3 typ=square 

com='' 

fill 2 3 1  

end fill 

end array 

end data 

end 

Starbucs_standard_reactor.inp 
 

The following example is the current standard burnup input file (Jan 2007). To reduce the 

burnup time, just delete some lines of the ‚power history’ in this file (the relevant lines are 

printed in bold letters)., 

 

=starbucs 

PWR 17x17 Fuel Assembly - uniform axial burnup rods 

44groupndf5 

read comp 

 uo2         1 den=2.7241 0.446 590 92235 4.99 92238 95.01 end   

 c-graphite  101 den=2.7241 0.016 590 end   

 atomsic1        101  2.7241  2 14000 1 6000 1 0.318 590 end   

 c-graphite  101 den=2.7241 0.11 590 end   

 h2o         101 den=2.7241 0.11 590 end   

 zirc4       2 1 590 end   

 h-1         3 0 0.0502932 560 end   

 o-16        3 0 0.0251573 560 end   

 ss304       4 1 300 end   

 cadmium     5 1 300 end   

 h-1         6 0 0.044213 600 end   

 o-16        6 0 0.0221159 600 end   

 h-1         7 0 0.0502932 560 end   

 o-16        7 0 0.0251573 560 end  

 zirc4       8 1 590 end  

 ss304       9 1 300 end  
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 cadmium     10 0.05 580 end   

 indium      10 0.15 580 end   

 ag          10 0.8 580 end   

 cadmium     11 0.05 600 end   

 indium      11 0.15 600 end   

 ag          11 0.8 600 end        

end comp 

read celldata 

 latticecell squarepitch pitch=89 3 fueld=80.5 1 cladd=81 2 end 

end celldata 

read control 

 arp=17x17 

 axp= 2 end 

 nuc= all 

end control 

read hist 

power=25.834 burn=10 nlib=5 end 
power=25.834 burn=10 nlib=5 end 
power=25.834 burn=10 nlib=5 end 
power=25.834 burn=10 nlib=5 end 
power=25.834 burn=10 nlib=5 end 
power=25.834 burn=10 nlib=5 end 
power=25.834 burn=10 nlib=5 end 
power=25.834 burn=10 nlib=5 end 
power=25.834 burn=10 nlib=5 end 
power=25.834 burn=10 nlib=5 end 
'************************************* 
'***********100 days****************** 
'************************************* 
power=25.834 burn=10 nlib=5 end 
power=25.834 burn=10 nlib=5 end 
power=25.834 burn=10 nlib=5 end 
power=25.834 burn=10 nlib=5 end 
power=25.834 burn=10 nlib=5 end 
power=25.834 burn=10 nlib=5 end 
power=25.834 burn=10 nlib=5 end 
power=25.834 burn=10 nlib=5 end 
power=25.834 burn=10 nlib=5 end 
power=25.834 burn=10 nlib=5 end 
power=25.834 burn=10 nlib=5 end 
power=25.834 burn=10 nlib=5 end 
power=25.834 burn=10 nlib=5 end 
power=25.834 burn=10 nlib=5 end 
power=25.834 burn=10 nlib=5 end 
'************************************* 
'***********250 days****************** 
'************************************* 
power=25.834 burn=25 nlib=5 end 
power=25.834 burn=25 nlib=5 end 

power=25.834 burn=25 nlib=5 end 
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power=25.834 burn=25 nlib=5 end 
power=25.834 burn=25 nlib=5 end 
power=25.834 burn=25 nlib=5 end 
power=25.834 burn=25 nlib=5 end 
power=25.834 burn=25 nlib=5 end 
power=25.834 burn=25 nlib=5 end 
power=25.834 burn=25 nlib=5 end 
'************************************* 
'***********500 days****************** 
'************************************* 
power=25.834 burn=25 nlib=5 end 
power=25.834 burn=25 nlib=5 end 
power=25.834 burn=25 nlib=5 end 
power=25.834 burn=25 nlib=5 end 
power=25.834 burn=25 nlib=5 end 
'************************************* 
'***********625 days****************** 
'************************************* 
power=25.834 burn=25 nlib=5 end 
power=25.834 burn=25 nlib=5 end 
power=25.834 burn=25 nlib=5 end 
power=25.834 burn=25 nlib=5 end 
power=25.834 burn=25 nlib=5 end 
'************************************* 
'***********750 days****************** 
'************************************* 
power=25.834 burn=25 nlib=5 end 
power=25.834 burn=25 nlib=5 end 
power=25.834 burn=25 nlib=5 end 
power=25.834 burn=25 nlib=5 end 
power=25.834 burn=25 nlib=5 end 
power=25.834 burn=25 nlib=5 end 
power=25.834 burn=25 nlib=5 end 
power=25.834 burn=25 nlib=5 end 
power=25.834 burn=25 nlib=5 end 
power=25.834 burn=25 nlib=5 end 
end hist 

read kenovi 

' infinite pin cell lattice 

' 

'************************************** 

'* materials 

'* 101 = uo2, uniform axial region 

'* 2 = Zircaloy 

'* 3 = Water 

'************************************** 

read param gen=500 end parm 

read geometry  

unit 1 

com='upper_part' 
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 cylinder 1  10  200  0  

 cylinder 2  10.5  200  0  

 cylinder 3  80.5  200  0  

 cylinder 4  81  200  0  

 cylinder 5  89  300  0  

 cylinder 6  92  300  0  

 cylinder 7  99  300  0  

 cylinder 8  114  300  0  

 cuboid 9  114  -114  114  -114  300  0  

 hole 5   origin  x=0 y=0 z=200  

 hole 6   origin  x=0 y=45 z=200  

 hole 7   origin  x=0 y=-45 z=200  

 hole 8   origin  x=45 y=0 z=200  

 hole 9   origin  x=-45 y=0 z=200  

 hole 10   origin  x=0 y=0 z=200  

 media 3 1 1  

 media 2 1 -1 2  

 media 101 1 3 -2  

 media 8 1 4 -3  

 media 6 1 5 -4  

 media 4 1 6 -5  

 media 7 1 7 -6  

 media 9 1 8 -7  

 media 0 1 9 -8  

 boundary 9  

unit 2 

com='lower_part' 

 cylinder 1  10  100  0  

 cylinder 2  10.5  100  0  

 cylinder 3  20  100  0  

 cylinder 4  21  100  0  

 cylinder 5  25  100  0  

 cuboid 6  114  -114  114  -114  100  0  

 media 3 1 1  

 media 2 1 2 -1  

 media 101 1 3 -2  

 media 5 1 4 -3  

 media 4 1 5 -4  

 media 0 1 6 -5  

 boundary 6  

unit 3 

com='middle_part' 

 cylinder 1  10  35  0  

 cylinder 2  10.5  35  0  

 cone 3  80.5  35  20  0  

 cone 4  92  35  65  20  

 cylinder 5  99  35  20  

 cylinder 6  114  35  0  

 cuboid 7  114  -114  114  -114  35  0  

 media 3 1 1  
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 media 2 1 2 -1  

 media 101 1 3 -2  

 media 4 1 4 -3  

 media 6 1 5 -4  

 media 4 1 6 -5 -3  

 media 0 1 7 -6  

 boundary 7  

global unit 4 

com='array' 

 cuboid 1  114  -114  114  -114  435  0  

 array 1 1  place 1 1 1 0 0 0  

 boundary 1  

unit 5 

com='top-steel' 

 cylinder 1  81  5  0  

 media 4 1 1  

 boundary 1  

unit 6 

com='1. control rod core ' 

 cylinder 1  1  0  -100  

 media 101 1 1  

 boundary 1  

unit 7 

com='2. control rod core' 

 cylinder 1  1  0  -100  

 media 101 1 1  

 boundary 1  

unit 8 

com='3. control rod core' 

 cylinder 1  1  0  -100  

 media 101 1 1  

 boundary 1  

unit 9 

com='4. control rod core' 

 cylinder 1  1  0  -100  

 media 101 1 1  

 boundary 1  

unit 10 

com='control rod inside' 

 cylinder 1  1  0  -100  

 media 3 1 1  

 boundary 1  

end geometry 

read array 

ara=1 nux=1 nuy=1 nuz=3 typ=square 

com='' 

fill 2 3 1  

end fill 

end array 

end data 
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end keno 

end 
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Appendix D – GNU Free Documentation License 
 

 

  GNU Free Documentation License 

    Version 1.2, November 2002 

 

 

 Copyright (C) 2000,2001,2002  Free Software Foundation, Inc. 

     51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA 

 Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies 

 of this license document, but changing it is not allowed. 

 

 

0. PREAMBLE 

 

The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other 

functional and useful document "free" in the sense of freedom: to 

assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it, 

with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially. 

Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way 

to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible 

for modifications made by others. 

 

This License is a kind of "copyleft", which means that derivative 

works of the document must themselves be free in the same sense.  It 

complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft 

license designed for free software. 

 

We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free 

software, because free software needs free documentation: a free 

program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the 

software does.  But this License is not limited to software manuals; 

it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or 

whether it is published as a printed book.  We recommend this License 

principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference. 

 

 

1. APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS 

 

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that 

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be 

distributed under the terms of this License.  Such a notice grants a 

world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that 

work under the conditions stated herein.  The "Document", below, 

refers to any such manual or work.  Any member of the public is a 

licensee, and is addressed as "you".  You accept the license if you 

copy, modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission 

under copyright law. 
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A "Modified Version" of the Document means any work containing the 

Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with 

modifications and/or translated into another language. 

 

A "Secondary Section" is a named appendix or a front-matter section of 

the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the 

publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall subject 

(or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall directly 

within that overall subject.  (Thus, if the Document is in part a 

textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain any 

mathematics.)  The relationship could be a matter of historical 

connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal, 

commercial, philosophical, ethical or political position regarding 

them. 

 

The "Invariant Sections" are certain Secondary Sections whose titles 

are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice 

that says that the Document is released under this License.  If a 

section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not 

allowed to be designated as Invariant.  The Document may contain zero 

Invariant Sections.  If the Document does not identify any Invariant 

Sections then there are none. 

 

The "Cover Texts" are certain short passages of text that are listed, 

as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that 

the Document is released under this License.  A Front-Cover Text may 

be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words. 

 

A "Transparent" copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy, 

represented in a format whose specification is available to the 

general public, that is suitable for revising the document 

straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for images composed of 

pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available 

drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or 

for automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input 

to text formatters.  A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file 

format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart 

or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent. 

An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount 

of text.  A copy that is not "Transparent" is called "Opaque". 

 

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain 

ASCII without markup, Texinfo input format, LaTeX input format, SGML 

or XML using a publicly available DTD, and standard-conforming simple 

HTML, PostScript or PDF designed for human modification.  Examples of 

transparent image formats include PNG, XCF and JPG.  Opaque formats 

include proprietary formats that can be read and edited only by 

proprietary word processors, SGML or XML for which the DTD and/or 

processing tools are not generally available, and the 

machine-generated HTML, PostScript or PDF produced by some word 
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processors for output purposes only. 

 

The "Title Page" means, for a printed book, the title page itself, 

plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material 

this License requires to appear in the title page.  For works in 

formats which do not have any title page as such, "Title Page" means 

the text near the most prominent appearance of the work's title, 

preceding the beginning of the body of the text. 

 

A section "Entitled XYZ" means a named subunit of the Document whose 

title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following 

text that translates XYZ in another language.  (Here XYZ stands for a 

specific section name mentioned below, such as "Acknowledgements", 

"Dedications", "Endorsements", or "History".)  To "Preserve the Title" 

of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a 

section "Entitled XYZ" according to this definition. 

 

The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which 

states that this License applies to the Document.  These Warranty 

Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this 

License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties: any other 

implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has 

no effect on the meaning of this License. 

 

 

2. VERBATIM COPYING 

 

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either 

commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the 

copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies 

to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no other 

conditions whatsoever to those of this License.  You may not use 

technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further 

copying of the copies you make or distribute.  However, you may accept 

compensation in exchange for copies.  If you distribute a large enough 

number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3. 

 

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and 

you may publicly display copies. 

 

 

3. COPYING IN QUANTITY 

 

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have 

printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the 

Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the 

copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover 

Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on 

the back cover.  Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify 

you as the publisher of these copies.  The front cover must present 
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the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and 

visible.  You may add other material on the covers in addition. 

Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve 

the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated 

as verbatim copying in other respects. 

 

If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit 

legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit 

reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent 

pages. 

 

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering 

more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent 

copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy 

a computer-network location from which the general network-using 

public has access to download using public-standard network protocols 

a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material. 

If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps, 

when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure 

that this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated 

location until at least one year after the last time you distribute an 

Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that 

edition to the public. 

 

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the 

Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to give 

them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the Document. 

 

 

4. MODIFICATIONS 

 

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under 

the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release 

the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified 

Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution 

and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy 

of it.  In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version: 

 

A. Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct 

   from that of the Document, and from those of previous versions 

   (which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section 

   of the Document).  You may use the same title as a previous version 

   if the original publisher of that version gives permission. 

B. List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities 

   responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified 

   Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the 

   Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five), 

   unless they release you from this requirement. 

C. State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the 

   Modified Version, as the publisher. 
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D. Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document. 

E. Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications 

   adjacent to the other copyright notices. 

F. Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice 

   giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the 

   terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum below. 

G. Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections 

   and required Cover Texts given in the Document's license notice. 

H. Include an unaltered copy of this License. 

I. Preserve the section Entitled "History", Preserve its Title, and add 

   to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and 

   publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page.  If 

   there is no section Entitled "History" in the Document, create one 

   stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as 

   given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified 

   Version as stated in the previous sentence. 

J. Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for 

   public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise 

   the network locations given in the Document for previous versions 

   it was based on.  These may be placed in the "History" section. 

   You may omit a network location for a work that was published at 

   least four years before the Document itself, or if the original 

   publisher of the version it refers to gives permission. 

K. For any section Entitled "Acknowledgements" or "Dedications", 

   Preserve the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all 

   the substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements 

   and/or dedications given therein. 

L. Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document, 

   unaltered in their text and in their titles.  Section numbers 

   or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles. 

M. Delete any section Entitled "Endorsements".  Such a section 

   may not be included in the Modified Version. 

N. Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled "Endorsements" 

   or to conflict in title with any Invariant Section. 

O. Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers. 

 

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or 

appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material 

copied from the Document, you may at your option designate some or all 

of these sections as invariant.  To do this, add their titles to the 

list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version's license notice. 

These titles must be distinct from any other section titles. 

 

You may add a section Entitled "Endorsements", provided it contains 

nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various 

parties--for example, statements of peer review or that the text has 

been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a 

standard. 

 

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a 
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passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list 

of Cover Texts in the Modified Version.  Only one passage of 

Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or 

through arrangements made by) any one entity.  If the Document already 

includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or 

by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf of, 

you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit 

permission from the previous publisher that added the old one. 

 

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License 

give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or 

imply endorsement of any Modified Version. 

 

 

5. COMBINING DOCUMENTS 

 

You may combine the Document with other documents released under this 

License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified 

versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the 

Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and 

list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its 

license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers. 

 

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and 

multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single 

copy.  If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but 

different contents, make the title of each such section unique by 

adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original 

author or publisher of that section if known, or else a unique number. 

Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of 

Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work. 

 

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled "History" 

in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled 

"History"; likewise combine any sections Entitled "Acknowledgements", 

and any sections Entitled "Dedications".  You must delete all sections 

Entitled "Endorsements". 

 

 

6. COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS 

 

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other documents 

released under this License, and replace the individual copies of this 

License in the various documents with a single copy that is included in 

the collection, provided that you follow the rules of this License for 

verbatim copying of each of the documents in all other respects. 

 

You may extract a single document from such a collection, and distribute 

it individually under this License, provided you insert a copy of this 

License into the extracted document, and follow this License in all 
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other respects regarding verbatim copying of that document. 

 

 

7. AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS 

 

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate 

and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or 

distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the copyright 

resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights 

of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. 

When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not 

apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves 

derivative works of the Document. 

 

If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these 

copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of 

the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may be placed on 

covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the 

electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic form. 

Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole 

aggregate. 

 

 

8. TRANSLATION 

 

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may 

distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4. 

Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special 

permission from their copyright holders, but you may include 

translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the 

original versions of these Invariant Sections.  You may include a 

translation of this License, and all the license notices in the 

Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include 

the original English version of this License and the original versions 

of those notices and disclaimers.  In case of a disagreement between 

the translation and the original version of this License or a notice 

or disclaimer, the original version will prevail. 

 

If a section in the Document is Entitled "Acknowledgements", 

"Dedications", or "History", the requirement (section 4) to Preserve 

its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual 

title. 

 

 

9. TERMINATION 

 

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document except 

as expressly provided for under this License.  Any other attempt to 

copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Document is void, and will 

automatically terminate your rights under this License.  However, 
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parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this 

License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such 

parties remain in full compliance. 

 

 

10. FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE 

 

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions 

of the GNU Free Documentation License from time to time.  Such new 

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may 

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.  See 

http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/. 

 

Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number. 

If the Document specifies that a particular numbered version of this 

License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of 

following the terms and conditions either of that specified version or 

of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the 

Free Software Foundation.  If the Document does not specify a version 

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published (not 

as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation. 


